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Chinese Strategic Developments and Other Asian Powers 
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The U.S. naturally focuses on the prospects for Chinese cooperation, competition, and conflict with the U.S. As has already been discussed in 
dealing with China’s “belt and road” policies, however, China has growing strategic interests – and areas of tension and potential conflict – with 
many other states in Asia. As the following map shows, China shares a border with Russia – one of the two existing nuclear superpowers, and 
with Japan, Central Asia, Pakistan and India, and a range of South East Asia states. 

While the bulk of its exports now travel by sea – and are likely to continue to do so – it is also seeking to develop high capacity rail routes to 
Europe, and pipeline networks through Iran and Central Asia to secure its energy supplies. Once again, Chinese grand strategy cannot separate 
its economic and military dimensions. It does, however, face several key military and economic challenges:

• Creating a stable strategic partnership with a Russia whose superpower status is now largely a function of its nuclear forces, and ability to
threaten European states on its borders.

• Expanding its economic role in Central Asia while dealing with the challenge of Uighur minority interest in China and Islamic extremism, and
the need to avoid tension with Russia as China’s influence increases in relative terms.

• Dealing with the tensions and potential conflicts between the two Koreas – seeking to both preserve North Korea as a friendly buffer state
and secure its growing economic links to South Korea and Japan – as well as competing Chinese and Japanese claims as to islands, EEZs and
air traffic zones.

• Dealing with long-standing tensions with India over their common border and the natural rivalry between Asia’s two largest powers, and in
part by seeking to build strategic partnerships with Pakistan and Afghanistan.

• Seeking to expand its strategic influence and economic role in Southeast Asian states, some of which are strategic partners of the United
States.

• Seeking to limit Australian military ties to the United States, and secure Australian trade and exports of key commodities.

As has been touched upon in the earlier economic data, China also has a broad internal interest in developing central and western China to 
both strengthen its economic and military power and reduce or eliminate serious poverty in China. The Chinese leadership has made it clear 
that such efforts have a high priority an d are a critical element in ensuring China’s future development and internal stability.



China’s Land Borders in Asia
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https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://www.nationsonline.org/maps/Central-Asia-Map.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/map/central-asia-map.htm&docid=8yyVJ_SMoNMzVM&tbnid=W6EbGU2owUfNVM:&vet=10ahUKEwjp95eNleHeAhXPY98KHdG4Bu0QMwhEKAUwBQ..i&w=1200&h=891&client=firefox-b-1&bih=833&biw=856&q=map%20of%20Chinese%20Central%20Asia%20Borders&ved=0ahUKEwjp95eNleHeAhXPY98KHdG4Bu0QMwhEKAUwBQ&iact=mrc&uact=8
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwjdioLdl-HeAhWITN8KHZeNAXkQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=http://russialist.org/jrl-newswatch-china-and-russias-awkward-romance-washington-post-jonathan-hillman/&psig=AOvVaw3btEd6pA_ztzhIrswDWD5F&ust=1542741809793581


Comparative Asian Military Spending
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China Leads Asian Military Spending
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China’s claims regarding military spending, and he problems in estimating Chinese military spending and 
comparing it with other states, have already been discussed in other sections. They and apply as much to 
comparisons of Chinese spending with other Asian powers as they do to comparisons with the United 
States and Russia. It should also be noted that the comparisons shown include very different mixes of Asian 
states.

The range of estimates in the charts in this section make it clear, however, that China has sharply outspent 
other Asian powers since at least 2008, and that its rate of spending has continued to rise more quickly 
than that of neighboring states in recent years.

What is less apparent from, summary metrics – but becomes very clear from a separate detailed 
comparison of the changes in Chinese forces with those in other Asian states – is that China has spent its 
military budgets with a far better focus and levels of effectiveness than most of its neighbors. This is 
particularly true of India, its only potential rival in size. China not only has invested better in modernization 
– and creating a domestic military industrial base, it has done a far better job of trading force size for force 
quality.

In broad terms, it is is also clear from looking at IHS Janes and IISS reporting on the force developments in 
Asian states that only China, Japan, Taiwan, and the Koreas have made been able to steady efforts to 
expand and modernize their force levels. Some other states are funding particular aspects of their forces, 
but not on a balanced basis that would support joint warfare in their particular area of operations.



Source: IISS, Military Balance, 2017, p. 21
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China versus Asia: IISS in 2016 



Source: SIPRI, https://www.sipri.org/research/armament-and-disarmament/arms-transfers-and-military-spending/military-expenditure. 7

SIPRI Top Five Asian Military Budgets: 2017 

https://www.sipri.org/research/armament-and-disarmament/arms-transfers-and-military-spending/military-expenditure


Source: IISS, Military Balance, 2018, pp. 19-208; SIPRI. May 2, 2018, https://www.google.com/search?q=SIPRI%3A+Chinese+militaryspending+2017&ie=utf-
8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox-b-1. 8

IISS/SIPRI Guesstimate of Comparative Asian Military Budgets: 
2017 

SIPRI IISS

https://www.google.com/search?q=SIPRI:+Chinese+militaryspending+2017&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox-b-1


Source: IISS, Military Balance, 2017, p. 21, and SIPIRI Defense Expenditure Database 
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China versus Asia: IISS vs. SIPRI ($150 vs. $228 billion) in 2017

China leads continued spending increase in 
Asia and Oceania.

Military expenditure in Asia and Oceania rose 
for the 29th successive year.

China, the second largest spender globally, 
increased its military spending by 5.6 percent 
to $228 billion in 2017. 

China’s spending as a share of world military 
expenditure has risen from 5.8 percent in 2008 
to 13 percent in 2017.

India spent $63.9 billion on its military in 2017, 
an increase of 5.5 percent compared with 
2016, South Korea’s spending, at $39.2 billion, 
rose by 1.7 percent between 2016 and 2017. 

China officially earmarked RMB 
1.02 trillion (US $150 billion in 
2017 for defense, although this 
number is considered to exclude

Key expenses such as research 
and development and arms 
imports. 

This is a nominal increase of 
7.1%. Compared to RMB955 
($U.S. 144 bn) in 2016. 

The next highest were India (US 
$52.5bn and Japan US$46bn.) 

South Korea spent $35.7 billion.

North Korean could not be 
estimated. 

IISS SIPRI



. 
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IISS — Top Asian Military Powers in 2018

Source: IISS, Military Balance, 2019, p. 223-224, 226, 228.

Asian Share by Country and Sub Region: 2017

Asian Spending by Country and Sub Region: 2018



Source: Nan Tian, Aude Fleurant, Alexandra Kuimova, Pieter D. Wezeman and Siemon t. Wezeman, TRENDS IN WORLD MILITARY EXPENDITURE, 2018, April 2019, SIPRI, Fact 
Sheet, https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/2019-04/fs_1904_milex_2018_0.pdf. 
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SIPRI Asian Military Spending in 2018:
Military spending in Asia and Oceania was $507 billion in 2018 and accounted for 28 percent of global military spending. Five of the top 15 global 
spenders in 2018 are in this region: China (rank 2), India (rank 4), Japan (rank 9), South Korea (rank 10) and Australia (rank 13). It is the only region in 
which annual growth has been continuous since 1988, and the 46 percent increase between 2009 and 2018 was by far the largest of any region. 

The increase was due primarily to the rise in Chinese spending, which in 2018 accounted for 49 percent of total spending in the region, compared 
with 31 percent in 2009.Between 2017 and 2018, military spending increased in Central and South Asia (4.2 percent) and in East Asia (4.1 percent), 
while spending decreased in South East Asia (–0.8 percent) and Oceania (–2.9 percent). 

There were substantial increases in all four subregions between 2009 and 2018, ranging from 20 percent in Oceania to 54 percent in East Asia. 
Military expenditure fell between 2009 and 2018 in only 8 of the 27 countries in Asia and Oceania, with data available for 2018. India’s military 
spending rose in 2018 for the fifth consecutive year, and was 3.1 percent higher than in 2017. At $66.5 billion, India’s spending was 29 percent 
higher than in 2009. Despite this rise, India’s military burden in 2018 was at one of its lowest levels since the early 1960s: 2.4 percent of GDP 
compared with 2.9 percent in 2009. Increases in Indian military expenditure are largely motivated by tensions and rivalry with Pakistan and China. 
Pakistan’s military spending in 2018 was $11.4 billion, making it the 20th-largest spender globally. Pakistan’s military spending has increased every 
year since 2009. It rose by 73 percent between 2009 and 2018 and by 11 percent between 2017 and 2018. Pakistan’s military burden in 2018 was 
4.0 percent of GDP—the highest level since 2004. Military spending by Japan was $46.6 billion in 2018, almost unchanged from 2017 (down by 0.1 
percent). 

Japan’s military spending as a share of GDP in 2018 was 0.9 percent. In South Korea the upward trend in military spending since 2000 continued. In 
2018 its military expenditure reached $43.1 billion, an increase of 5.1 percent compared with 2017 and of 28 percent compared with 2009. 
Australian military spending was $26.7 billion in 2018. It grew by 21 percent between 2009 and 2018 but fell by 3.1 percent between 2017 and 
2018. Australia’s military expenditure, including major arms procurement, has risen over the past decade in response to a perceived increase in 
threats to its security. 

Some of the smaller spenders in Asia and Oceania, such as Malaysia and Afghanistan, have made notable decreases over the past few years. Despite 
ongoing tensions with its neighbors over rights in the South China Sea and its strong economic growth in recent years, Malaysia’s military spending 
fell in 2018 (–8.2 percent) for the third consecutive year. The decreases are part of an effort to reduce the country’s budget deficit and debts. By 
2017 Afghanistan’s military expenditure had dropped by 26 percent compared with 2009 but in 2018 spending increased by 6.7 percent to $198 
million. Afghanistan’s military burden of 1.0 percent of GDP in 2018 is perhaps surprisingly low considering the high intensity of the conflict 
between the Afghan Government and the Taliban insurgency. However, most of the financial cost of the war in Afghanistan has been shouldered by 
the USA.

https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/2019-04/fs_1904_milex_2018_0.pdf


China and Southeast Asia
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China and Southeast Asia
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The Chinese 2019 Defense White Paper again presents only the positive side of China’s relations with its neighbors. As for U.S. official view of 
this aspect of Chinese strategy, there are two striking anomalies in the OSD and DIA coverage of U.S. competition with China. One – addressed 
later in this analysis – is the lack of any discussion of the size and nature of China’s holding of nuclear weapons. The second is the broader 
competition for economic and military influence, and strategic advantage – in the broad range of Southeast Asia states. The previous focus on 
the South China Sea touches on these issues but does not address the broader competition affecting arc of states from the Philippines to 
Bangladesh, and particularly the states near China’s borders – a competition that extend into the Pacific on an axis extending as far as Australia.

In the past, the U.S. emphasized strategic partnership with a number of these states – notably Singapore, Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines, 
and Australia – along worth growing ties to Vietnam. It also create the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) as a way of expanding its economic ties 
and influence. These efforts to create military strategic partnerships still continue but have had notably less priority in U.S. assessments of 
China. 

For all of the occasional talk of arms races affecting in China in Southeast Asia, it is clear from both the previous military spending data and the 
detailed unclassified force data in open sources like the IISS and IHS Janes, that only Singapore and Australia are seeking to fully modernize 
their forces. Many have low standards of training and readiness, and large elements of their heavy equipment and aircraft are not operational. 
While a number of Southeast Asian and Pacific states have enough military forces to be important strategic partners to the U.S – notably 
Australia, Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Singapore, and Vietnam – no such state can seriously compete with China in expanding and 
modernizing its forces and all would need U.S. support in any serous military confrontation.

As for economics, the U.S. abandonment of the TPP effectively made this effort at regional cooperation a gift to China, while U.S. 
burdensharing efforts and trade policies/wars have further undermined U.S. economic competitiveness.

The data on Chinese trade – and other indications of the full size of Chinese investment – indicate that China already benefits from its trading 
relations with most SE Asian states although these are a comparatively small aspects of Chinese economic activity. China has made mistakes of 
its own – particularly in the form of poorly planned, managed, and cost controlled projects in Southeast Asian states — like its port project in 
Sri Lanka and its damn and power projects in Cambodia and Myanmar — that have indicated that China may be serving its own interests at a 
high cost to that of its neighbors. It also has sometimes confronted its neighbors over fishing, EEZ, and other claims and rights that have 
needlessly raised tensions between China and other states. 

Nevertheless, China can easily afford to offer better terms and control over its project efforts, and its trade, investment, and development –
rather than the military and claims issues in the region – that may well give China a lasting advantage over time if the U.S. continues its current 
emphasis on trade battles and burdensharing.



China’s 2019 Defense White Paper on Southeast Asia - I 
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The China-ASEAN Defense Ministers’ Informal Meeting and the ASEAN Defense Ministers’ Meeting Plus (ADMM-Plus) play positive roles in enhancing trust 
among regional countries through military exchanges and cooperation. 

…With a commitment to building a community with a shared future in its neighborhood, China endeavors to deepen military partnership with its neighbors. 
The PLA keeps close contacts with the military leaderships of the neighboring countries. Given more than 40 reciprocal military visits at and above service 
commander level every year, high-level military exchanges have covered almost all of China’s neighbors and contributed to growing strategic mutual trust. 
China has set up defense and security consultations as well as working meeting mechanisms with 17 neighboring countries to keep exchange channels 
open. 

In recent years, China has regularly held serial joint exercises and training on counter-terrorism, peacekeeping, search and rescue, and tactical skills with its 
neighboring countries, and carried out extensive exchanges and practical cooperation on border and coastal defense, academic institutions, think tanks, 
education, training, medical science, medical service, and equipment and technology. In addition, defense cooperation with ASEAN countries is moving 
forward. The military relationships between China and its neighboring countries are generally stable .

…Theater Commands (TCs), and border troops…strengthen security management along the border with Myanmar, so as to secure stability and public safety 
in the border areas…They have cleared mines from 58 square kilometers of land, closed 25 square kilometers of landmine area, and disposed of 170,000 
explosive devices such as landmines along the borders with Vietnam and Myanmar.

China actively supports the institutional development of the Conference on Interaction and Confidence-Building Measures in Asia (CICA), advocates 
common, comprehensive, cooperative and sustainable security in Asia, and plays an important role in building an Asian security cooperation architecture.

In the principles of openness, inclusiveness and pragmatic cooperation, China actively participates in multilateral dialogues and cooperation mechanisms 
including the ADMM-Plus, ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), Shangri-La Dialogue, Jakarta International Defense Dialogue and Western Pacific Naval 
Symposium, regularly holds China-ASEAN defense ministers’ informal meetings, and proposes and constructively promotes initiatives to strengthen 
regional defense cooperation. The China-ASEAN Maritime Exercise-2018, the first between Chinese and ASEAN militaries, was held in October 2018 and 
demonstrated the confidence and determination of the countries in maintaining regional peace and stability.

…Upholding amity, sincerity, mutual benefit and inclusiveness in its neighborhood diplomacy, China is committed to building an amicable relationship and 
partnership with its neighbors, and peaceful resolution of disputes over territory and maritime demarcation through negotiation and consultation. China 
has settled its border issues with 12 of its 14 land neighbors and signed treaties on good-neighborliness, friendship and cooperation with 8 countries on its 
periphery.

China holds it a priority to manage differences and enhance mutual trust in maintaining the stability of its neighborhood. China has proposed a China-
ASEAN defense ministers’ hotline and established direct defense telephone links with Vietnam and the ROK. It has kept contact through telephone or fax, 
and conducted border meetings and joint patrols, with the militaries of the countries on its land borders on regular or irregular basis. Since 2014, five high-
level border meetings between China and Vietnam have been held.   

Source: Quotes adapted from China’s National Defense in a New Era, July 2019, http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc


China’s 2019 Defense White Paper on Southeast Asia - II
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Regional Cooperation

Major Exercises Since 2012

Source: Quotes adapted from China’s National Defense in a New Era, July 2019, http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc
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Chinese Trade and Southeast Asia in Perspective: 2017
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Share of All Chinese Exports and Imports in 2017

Word Bank Group, World Trade Integrated Solution, https://wits.worldbank.org/CountryProfile/en/Country/CHN/Year/2017/TradeFlow/EXPIMP/Partner/all#

https://wits.worldbank.org/CountryProfile/en/Country/CHN/Year/2017/TradeFlow/EXPIMP/Partner/all
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China, Russia, and the North
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China and Russia have formed a steadily improving strategic partnership, and one very different from the days in which Soviet
pressure on China’s border helped lead China to join with the U.S. in containing the Soviet Union. The two nations now 
cooperate in training, and China’s 2019 Defense White Paper shows it has stepped up in its military exercises with Russia. 
Russia provides China with advanced military technology through its arms sales, and both countries cooperate with the 
former Asian republics of the Soviet Union as part of the Shanghai Cooperation Council. 

The relative power of each state has shifted radically, however, since the break up of the Soviet Union. Russia is now a 
“superpower” only in the nuclear sense, although it presents a major potential conventional threat to the NATO states near its 
border and remains a center of advanced military technology. Russia now has a relatively limited “petro-economy” that 
cannot compete with China in economic size. Russia lags far behind China in both economic growth and military spending. 
While estimates differ, the previous sections have shown that Chinese annual military spending is now at least three to four 
times that of Russia.

The charts and tables in this section reflect China’s growing emphasis on this strategic partnership. It also reflects the fact that 
Russia no longer deploys force to secure its borders with China, and that Mongolia is not a scene of confrontation as well. The 
maps shown in various parts of this analysis show that Russia still maintains major military forces in the Far East and Pacific,
but US official estimates of both Russian and Chinese deployments indicate that they are focused on other military forces and
threats. Later sections of this analysis show, however, that several key issues remain unresolved:

• It is still unclear whether China will attempt to compete with the U.S. – and indirectly with the Russian – nuclear force size 
and modernization.

• China and Russia do seem to compete at some levels for influence in the former Asian Republics. At the same time, Russian 
development in the Far East does not compete with Chinese commercial interests, and has therefore opened up parts of 
Russia to rising Chinese commercial influence.

• Mongolia’s future alignments are unclear.

• It still seems unlikely that either power would come to the direct support of the other in the event of a conflict in Europe,
Asia, or some other location.

• China has an interest in the artic, but it is unclear how this will affect its relations with Russia.



China’s View of Military Cooperation with Russia and the U.S.: 
2015 Defense White Paper

Developing all-round military-to-military relations. China’s armed forces will further their exchanges and cooperation with 
the Russian military within the framework of the comprehensive strategic partnership of coordination between China and 
Russia, and foster a comprehensive, diverse and sustainable framework to promote military relations in more fields and at 
more levels.

China’s armed forces will continue to foster a new model of military relationship with the US armed forces that conforms to 
the new model of major-country relations between the two countries, strengthen defense dialogues, exchanges and 
cooperation, and improve the CBM mechanism for the notification of major military activities as well as the rules of 
behavior for safety of air and maritime encounters, so as to strengthen mutual trust, prevent risks and manage crises. 

….China’s armed forces will work to further defense and security cooperation in the Shanghai Cooperation Organization 
(SCO), and continue to participate in multilateral dialogues and cooperation mechanisms such as the ASEAN Defense 
Ministers’ Meeting Plus (ADMM+), ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF), Shangri-La Dialogue (SLD), Jakarta International defense 
Dialogue (JIDD) and Western Pacific Naval Symposium (WPNS). The Chinese military will continue to host multilateral events 
like the Xiangshan Forum, striving to establish a new framework for security and cooperation conducive to peace, stability 
and prosperity in the Asia-Pacific region.

Source: China’s Military Strategy (full text), Updated: May 27,2015 10:55 AM, Xinhua, http://english.gov.cn/archive/white_paper/2015/05/27/content_281475115610833.htm 
20



China and Russia: Chinese 2017 White Paper

China and Russia are each other's biggest neighbor, and strategic partner of cooperation and priority in diplomacy. Over the years, China-Russia 
relations have gained healthy, stable and fast development, and made new achievements through joint efforts. In 2001 the two countries signed the 
Good-Neighborly Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation, which established the idea of a lasting friendship in legal form. 

In 2011 the bilateral relationship was upgraded to a comprehensive strategic partnership of coordination based on equality, mutual trust, mutual 
support, common prosperity and lasting friendship. In 2014 the China-Russia comprehensive strategic partnership of coordination entered a new 
stage.

This partnership has presented a more positive momentum of development at a high level. President Xi Jinping and Russian President Vladimir Putin 
have met frequently. During the latter's visit to China in June 2016 the two sides signed three joint statements: the Joint Statement by the People's 
Republic of China and the Russian Federation, Joint Statement by the People's Republic of China and the Russian Federation on Strengthening Global 
Strategic Stability, and Joint Statement by the People's Republic of China and the Russian Federation on Cooperation in Information Cyberspace 
Development. 

In September that year the two heads of state met for the third time, during the G20 Hangzhou Summit, and agreed to increase their firm mutual 
support on issues concerning each other's core interests, energetically promote the idea of a lasting friendship established in the Good-Neighborly 
Treaty of Friendship and Cooperation, actively promote their development strategies and their efforts to promote the Belt and Road Initiative and 
Eurasian Economic Union, hold a Year of Media Exchange, and maintain close coordination and cooperation in international and regional affairs, so 
as to inject strong vigor into bilateral relations.

China and Russia have maintained good cooperation in Asia-Pacific affairs. The two sides continue to strengthen their cooperation within regional 
multilateral frameworks, safeguard the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations and universally recognized norms governing 
international relations, uphold the achievements of World War II and international justice, advance the process of a political solution to regional 
hotspot issues, and contribute more positive energy to regional peace, stability, development and prosperity.

China-Russia military relations have made further progress. In 2015 the two militaries jointly commemorated the 70th anniversary of the victory of 
the World Anti-Fascist War, and sent high-ranking officers and teams to each other's commemoration activities and military parades. The two 
militaries successfully held joint maritime drills twice in a year for the first time. 

China participated in all events of the international military skill competition hosted by Russia, and the first Chinese Military Culture Week was held 
in Russia. In 2016 the two militaries maintained positive interaction. The First Joint Computer-Enabled Anti-Missile Defense Exercise was held. China 
participated in the international military games in Russia and Kazakhstan. In September China and Russia conducted the Maritime Joint Exercise 
2016. The two militaries have also maintained close coordination within the defense and security cooperation framework of the SCO.

21

Source: Ministry of Foreign affairs, China's Policies on Asia-Pacific Security Cooperation, January 2017, https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1429771.shtml, 2017/01/11.

https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1429771.shtml


China and Russia: China’s 2019 Defense White Paper
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The military relationship between China and Russia continues to develop at a high level, enriching the China-Russia comprehensive strategic partnership of
coordination for a new era and playing a significant role in maintaining global strategic stability. The Chinese and Russian militaries have continued the
sound development of exchange mechanisms at all levels, expanded cooperation in high-level exchanges, military training, equipment, technology and
counter-terrorism, and realized positive interaction and coordination on international and multilateral occasions. Since 2012, Chinese and Russian militaries
have held 7 rounds of strategic consultations. From August to September 2018, at the invitation of the Russian side, the PLA participated in Russia’s Vostok
strategic exercise for the first time.

…Russia is strengthening its nuclear and non-nuclear capabilities for strategic containment, and striving to safeguard its strategic security space and
interests.

…Russia is advancing its New Look military reform.

…China’s armed forces have established mechanisms for exchanges with neighboring countries at three levels: national defense ministry, Theater
Commands (TCs), and border troops. They conduct regular friendly mutual visits, working meetings, joint patrols and joint exercises targeting transnational
crime with their foreign counterparts. They work together with Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia and Tajikistan to implement the border disarmament treaty.

In June 2001, China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan co-founded the Shanghai Cooperation Organization. The SCO has now grown
into a new type of comprehensive regional cooperation organization covering the largest area and population in the world. The Shanghai Spirit featuring
mutual trust, mutual benefit, equality, consultation, respect for diverse civilizations and pursuit of common development has come into being.

…Great Wall Counter-Terrorism International Forum. 2016: The inaugural session of the forum was held in Beijing in Nov. 2016 with the theme of “counter-
terrorism in urban areas”. Representatives from 25 countries including Russia, France, Egypt and Brazil participated. The second forum was held in Beijing in
May 2018 with the theme of “counter-terrorism in mountainous areas”. Representatives from 27 countries including France, Nigeria, Chile and Pakistan
participated.

… (Joint Sea Exercises) Held in the Yellow Sea waters near Qingdao in Apr. 2012; in Peter the Great Gulf in Jul. 2013; in the north maritime and air space of
the East China Sea to the east of Yangtze River Estuary in May 2014; in the east of the maritime and air space of the Mediterranean in May 2015; in Peter
the Great Gulf, off the coast of Vladivostok, and the maritime and air space of Sea of Japan in Aug. 2015; in Zhanjiang and the east of the maritime and air
space of Zhanjiang in Sep. 2016; in the Baltiysk, St. Petersburg and southeast Baltic Sea in Jul. 2017; in Vladivostok and the designated area between Peter
the Great Gulf and the south Okhotsk Sea in Sep. 2017.

…Aerospace Security Computer-Enabled Anti-Missile Command-and-Staff Exercises: Held in Russia in May 2016, and in China in Dec. 2017

Source: Quotes adapted from China’s National Defense in a New Era, July 2019, http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc


OSD on China and Russia - 2019

Office of the Secretary of Defense, Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China; Chinese Military 
Power, May 2019, pp 6, 12. 

China has partnered with other authoritarian states, such as Russia, to mitigate U.S. pressure tactics. 
China and Russia share a preference for a multipolar world order and frequently jointly oppose U.S.-
sponsored measures at the United Nations Security Council (UNSC).

In the wake of Western sanctions against Russia, China has increased investment in Russia’s 
economy. The Chinese Minister of National Defense Wei Fenghe visited Moscow in April 2018 “to let 
the Americans know about close ties between the armed forces of China and Russia.” 

…New or upgraded crude oil pipelines from Russia to China and Kazakhstan to China demonstrate 
China’s interest in increasing overland supply. In early 2018, China doubled the capacity of its 
pipeline to Russia from 300,000 to 600,000 barrels per day. 
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Russian 
Military 

Forces in the 
Far East In 

2018
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Source: “Russia,” IISS Military Balance, 2019.



China’s Northern Theater Forces Are Oriented Toward Korea and Its 
Western Theater Forces Towards Central Asia

25Source: Office of the Secretary of Defense, Military and Security Developments Involving the Republic of China, Annual Report to Congress, 

May, 2019, Department of Defense. China Military Power 2019, p. 78 & 80.

https://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=https://www.nationsonline.org/maps/Central-Asia-Map.jpg&imgrefurl=https://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/map/central-asia-map.htm&docid=8yyVJ_SMoNMzVM&tbnid=W6EbGU2owUfNVM:&vet=10ahUKEwjp95eNleHeAhXPY98KHdG4Bu0QMwhEKAUwBQ..i&w=1200&h=891&client=firefox-b-1&bih=833&biw=856&q=map%20of%20Chinese%20Central%20Asia%20Borders&ved=0ahUKEwjp95eNleHeAhXPY98KHdG4Bu0QMwhEKAUwBQ&iact=mrc&uact=8


Recent Russian Exercises with China

26
Source: 2018 Report to Congress of the U.S. and China Security Review Commission, 115th Congress, 2nd Session, November 2018, pp. 150-1531.



China and the Artic
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China has increased activities and engagement in the Arctic region since gaining observer status on the Arctic Council in 
2013. In January 2018, China published its first Arctic strategy that promoted a “Polar Silk Road” and self-declared China 
to be a “Near-Arctic State.” The strategy identifies China’s interests as access to natural resources, securing Arctic SLOCs, 
and promoting an image of a “responsible major country” in Arctic affairs. The strategy highlights China’s icebreaker 
vessels and research stations as integral to its implementation. 

China maintains research stations in Iceland and Norway and operates one Ukrainian-built icebreaking research vessel, 
the Xuelong, which in 2017 completed its 8th Arctic expedition and became the first Chinese official vessel to traverse 
Canada’s Northwest Passage. In 2016, China commissioned the first of a new series of “ice-capable” patrol boats. In late 
September 2018, the Xuelong completed its 9th Arctic expedition. In September, China also launched its second 
icebreaking research vessel, the domestically built Xuelong 2. The Xuelong 2 will be able to break ice 1.5 meters thick, 
compared to the original Xuelong’s maximum of 1.2 meters. Furthermore, the Xuelong 2 is the first polar research vessel 
that can break ice while moving forwards or backwards. 

Arctic border countries have raised concerns about China’s expanding capabilities and interest in the region. The 
government of Denmark has publicly expressed concern about China’s interest in Greenland, which has included 
proposals to establish a research station in Greenland, establish a satellite ground station, renovate airports, and expand 
mining. Civilian research could support a strengthened Chinese military presence in the Arctic Ocean, which could include 
deploying submarines to the region as a deterrent against nuclear attacks. In September 2018, a Russian expert at the 
Russian International Affairs Council stated the Russian Federation was strongly opposed to foreign icebreakers operating 
on the Northern Sea Route, including U.S. and Chinese icebreakers. Outside potential friction over the Northern Sea 
Route, the Arctic region is an area of opportunity for Sino-Russian commercial cooperation, in addition to energy 
development and infrastructure projects such as the Yamal liquefied natural gas project. 

Source: Office of the Secretary of Defense, Military and Security Developments Involving the Republic of China, Annual Report to Congress, 

May 2, 2019, Department of Defense. China Military Power 2019, p. 114.
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As the maps that follow show, China shares borders with several Central Asian states, and its expanding 
economy and need for oil, gas, and minerals gives China a natural economic interests in the kind of “belt 
and road” initiatives described earlier. Russia still maintains considerable political and military interests in 
these states, but China’s development has made it a growing economic force, and one that may open up 
major new rail and pipeline routes to the region and to Europe. 

There are no major territorial or border disputes involving China, and so far the Shanghai Cooperation 
Organization has allowed Russia and China to cooperate in dealing with the region. Russia may have its 
reservations about the growth of China’s economic role and influence, but it seems to have accepted 
China’s growing role.

The main security issue in Central Asia affecting China’s strategy is the Uighur issue and China’s concern 
that movements could pose an Islamic extremism threat or support Uighur extremist groups in China.
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China has signed border cooperation agreements with 9 neighboring countries and set up border meeting mechanisms with 12 countries. China’s armed
forces have established mechanisms for exchanges with neighboring countries at three levels: national defense ministry, Theater Commands (TCs), and
border troops. They conduct regular friendly mutual visits, working meetings, joint patrols and joint exercises targeting transnational crime with their foreign
counterparts. They work together with Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia and Tajikistan to implement the border disarmament treaty…They enhance control
along the border with Afghanistan to guard against the infiltration of terrorists.

…Since 2012, the PAP has deployed large numbers of troops annually in security duties, counter-terrorism, emergency response, and maritime rights
protection and law enforcement. It has completed around 10,000 security assignments during major events such as the G20 Summit, the APEC Economic
Leaders’ Meeting, the Belt and Road Forum for International Cooperation, the BRICS Leaders Meeting, and the SCO Qingdao Summit, and participated in the
response to 671 hostage situations, incidents of severe violence, and terrorist attacks. Since 2014, the PAP has assisted the government of Xinjiang Uygur
Autonomous Region in taking out 1,588 violent terrorist gangs and capturing 12,995 terrorists.

…Under the PLAA, there are 5 TC army commands, the Xinjiang military command, and the Tibet military command

…China has set up defense and security consultations as well as working meeting mechanisms with 17 neighboring countries to keep exchange channels
open. In recent years, China has regularly held serial joint exercises and training on counter-terrorism, peacekeeping, search and rescue, and tactical skills
with its neighboring countries, and carried out extensive exchanges and practical cooperation on border and coastal defense, academic institutions, think
tanks, education, training, medical science, medical service, and equipment and technology…The military relationships between China and its neighboring
countries are generally stable.

…China is active in international and regional counter-terrorism cooperation. It has strengthened such cooperation within the framework of the SCO. China
hosts and participates in joint counter-terrorism exercises, cracks down on illegal trafficking of weapons, ammunition and explosives, cooperates with SCO
members to identify and cut off channels for terrorist infiltration, and promotes international counter-terrorism intelligence exchange and information
sharing. It hosts the Great Wall International Forum on Counter-Terrorism, and actively participates in multilateral counter-terrorism mechanisms such as the
APEC Counter-Terrorism Working Group and the Global Counter-Terrorism Forum. Bilateral counter-terrorism consultations have been held with certain
countries. China initiated the establishment of the Quadrilateral Cooperation and Coordination Mechanism (QCCM), a counter-terrorism cooperation and
coordination mechanism by the militaries of Afghanistan, China, Pakistan and Tajikistan. The QCCM has convened two military leaders’ meetings and
conducted counter-terrorism exchange and cooperation, actively safeguarding regional security.

…QCCM among the Military Forces of Afghanistan, China, Pakistan and Tajikistan, 2016. The QCCM was built to provide coordination and mutual support in
situation evaluation, evidence verification, intelligence sharing, capacity building, and training. China has always emphasized that the mechanism is not
targeted against any other country or international organization and is ready to join all parties in expanding cooperation, increasing counter terrorism
capacity, and safeguarding regional peace and stability. To date, two military leaders’ meetings have been held

Source: Quotes adapted from China’s National Defense in a New Era, July 2019, http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc
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In June 2001, China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan co-founded the Shanghai Cooperation Organization.
The SCO has now grown into a new type of comprehensive regional cooperation organization covering the largest area and
population in the world. The Shanghai Spirit featuring mutual trust, mutual benefit, equality, consultation, respect for diverse
civilizations and pursuit of common development has come into being. With its commitment to building an SCO community with a
shared future and developing a new model of international relations, the organization has made a new contribution to regional
peace and development. In June 2017, the SCO expanded for the first time and admitted India and Pakistan as member states. In
April 2018, China hosted the first SCO Defense Ministers’ Meeting since the organization expanded its membership. The member
states continue to strengthen defense and security exchanges and cooperation, including Peace Mission exercises, and Fanfare for
Peace military tattoos, to further promote good-neighborliness and strategic mutual trust, increase military cultural exchanges, and
enhance unity and friendship.

…Established in 2001 on the basis of the Shanghai Five (China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Russia and Tajikistan) mechanism, the SCO
aims to enhance mutual trust, good-neighborliness and friendship among the member states, encourages the member states to
effectively cooperate in such fields as politics, economy, culture and education. The organization is committed to maintaining and
safeguarding regional peace, security and stability and building a new international political and economic order that is democratic,
fair and equitable. The member states have signed important documents including the Treaty on Long-term Good-neighborly
Relations, Friendships and Cooperation among the Shanghai Cooperation Organization Member States. From 9th to 10th Jun. 2018
in Qingdao, President Xi Jinping presided over the first Council of Heads of State of the SCO with an expanded membership, and
stressed that member states will continue to uphold the Shanghai Spirit, make joint efforts to build an SCO community with a
shared future, and promote a new model of international relations.

…The Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) is forging a constructive partnership of non-alliance and non-confrontation that
targets no third party, expanding security and defense cooperation and creating a new model for regional security cooperation.

Source: Quotes adapted from China’s National Defense in a New Era, July 2019, http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc
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The Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) is a permanent intergovernmental international 
organization, the creation of which was announced on 15 June 2001 in Shanghai (China) by the 
Republic of Kazakhstan, the People's Republic of China, the Kyrgyz Republic, the Russian 
Federation, the Republic of Tajikistan, and the Republic of Uzbekistan. It was preceded by the 
Shanghai Five mechanism.

The Shanghai Cooperation Organization Charter was signed during the St. Petersburg SCO Heads 
of State meeting in June 2002, and entered into force on 19 September 2003. This is the 
fundamental statutory document which outlines the organization's goals and principles, as well 
as its structure and core activities.

The historical meeting of the Heads of State Council of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization 
was held on 8-9 June 2017 in Astana. In the meeting the status of a full member of the 
Organization was granted to the Republic of India and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan.

The SCO's main goals are as follows: strengthening mutual trust and neighborliness among the 
member states; promoting their effective cooperation in politics, trade, the economy, research, 
technology and culture, as well as in education, energy, transport, tourism, environmental 
protection, and other areas; making joint efforts to maintain and ensure peace, security and 
stability in the region; and moving towards the establishment of a democratic, fair and rational 
new international political and economic order.

Source: Shanghai Cooperation Organization, http://eng.sectsco.org/about_sco/. 

The SCO:

• Comprises eight member states, namely the Republic of India, the Republic of Kazakhstan, the People's Republic of China, the Kyrgyz Republic, the Islamic Republic 
of Pakistan, the Russian Federation, the Republic of Tajikistan, and the Republic of Uzbekistan;

• Counts four observer states, namely the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan, the Republic of Belarus, the Islamic Republic of Iran and the Republic of Mongolia;

• Has six dialogue partners, namely the Republic of Azerbaijan, the Republic of Armenia, the Kingdom of Cambodia, the Federal Democratic Republic of Nepal, the Republic 
of Turkey, and the Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka.

The Heads of State Council (HSC) is the supreme decision-making body in the SCO. It meets once a year and adopts decisions and guidelines on all important matters of the 
organization. The SCO Heads of Government Council (HGC) meets once a year to discuss the organization's multilateral cooperation strategy and priority areas, to resolve current 
important economic and other cooperation issues, and also to approve the organization's annual budget. The SCO's official languages are Russian and Chinese.

In addition to HSC and HGC meetings, there is also a mechanism of meetings at the level of heads of parliament; secretaries of Security Councils; ministers of foreign affairs, 
defense, emergency relief, economy, transport, culture, education, and healthcare; heads of law enforcement agencies and supreme and arbitration courts; and prosecutors 
general. The Council of National Coordinators of SCO Member States (CNC) acts as the SCO coordination mechanism.

The organization has two permanent bodies — the SCO Secretariat based in Beijing and the Executive Committee of the Regional Anti-Terrorist Structure (RATS) based 
in Tashkent. The SCO Secretary-General and the Director of the Executive Committee of the SCO RATS are appointed by the Council of Heads of State for a term of three years. 
Rashid Alimov (Tajikistan) and Yevgeny Sysoyev (Russia) have held these positions, respectively, since 1 January 2016.

http://eng.sectsco.org/about_sco/


China and the Shanghai Cooperation Organization: 
Chinese 2017 White Paper - I

Since 2015 the Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) has maintained sound and steady 
development. Progress has been made in political, security, economic and cultural cooperation, 
leading to the firmer international standing and greater influence of the SCO.

President Xi Jinping attended the 15th Meeting of the Council of the Heads of State of the SCO 
member states on July 9-10, 2015 in Ufa, Russia, where they signed the Ufa Declaration of the 
Heads of State of SCO Member States and the SCO Member States Agreement on Border defense 
Cooperation, and approved important documents including the Shanghai Cooperation 
Organization's Development Strategy until 2025 and the SCO Member States 2016-2018 
Cooperation Program on Combating Terrorism, Separatism and Extremism.

Premier Li Keqiang chaired the 14th Meeting of the Council of the Heads of Government (Prime 
Ministers) of the SCO member states held in China on December 14-15, 2015. The leaders at the 
meeting laid out plans for cooperation in various fields for the next stage, issued the Statement of 
the Heads of Government (Prime Ministers) of SCO Member States on Regional Economic 
Cooperation, adopted the resolution on Preparation for Creating the SCO Development Bank and 
the SCO Development Foundation (Specialized Account), and witnessed the signing of the Program 
of Interaction Between the Customs Agencies of the SCO member states for 2016-2021 and the 
Memorandum of Understanding between the Secretariat of the SCO and the Secretariat of the UN 
Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific.

Source: Ministry of Foreign affairs, China's Policies on Asia-Pacific Security Cooperation, January 2017, https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1429771.shtml, 2017/01/11.
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China and the Shanghai Cooperation Council:
Chinese 2017 White Paper - II

On June 23-24, 2016 the 16th Meeting of the Council of the Heads of State of the SCO member 
states was held in Tashkent, Uzbekistan. President Xi Jinping attended the meeting. 

The heads of the member states signed the Tashkent Declaration on the 15th Anniversary of the 
SCO, approved the Action Plan for 2016-2020 on Implementation of the SCO Development 
Strategy Towards 2025, and adopted the Memorandums of the Obligations on the Entry of the 
Republic of India and the Islamic Republic of Pakistan to the SCO.

Since 2015 meetings of heads of various departments including security council secretaries, 
foreign ministers, defense ministers, economic and trade ministers, culture ministers and heads 
of emergency response agencies have been held. 

These meetings deepened and expanded cooperation in various fields, and increased the SCO's 
international influence. China has promoted and participated in SCO cooperation across the 
board. China's bilateral relations with other SCO member states, observer states and dialogue 
partners have continued to grow.

Source: Ministry of Foreign affairs, China's Policies on Asia-Pacific Security Cooperation, January 2017, 
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1429771.shtml, 2017/01/11
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Terrorism: Chinese 2017 White Paper

At present, the counterterrorism situation in the Asia-Pacific region is undergoing complex and profound 
changes. The region faces severe security and stability challenges posed by violent and extremist ideologies 
spreading at an ever-faster pace, more active terrorist and extremist forces, rising threats from cyber 
terrorism, and frequent violent terrorist activities, in particular the infiltration of international terrorist 
organizations and the inflow of foreign terrorist fighters.

Terrorism is a common scourge of the international community and humanity as a whole. The Chinese 
government opposes terrorism in all forms and calls on the international community to cooperate in 
fighting terrorism on the basis of the purposes and principles of the Charter of the United Nations and 
other universally recognized norms governing international relations. China believes that dialogue among 
different civilizations should be enhanced and a holistic approach taken to eliminate the breeding grounds 
of terrorism by addressing both its symptoms and root causes by political, economic and diplomatic 
means. At the same time, there should be no double standard in fighting terrorism, which should not be 
associated with any particular country, ethnicity or religion.

China faces a formidable task to maintain political security and social stability. Separatist forces for “East 
Turkistan independence” and “Tibet independence” have inflicted serious damage, particularly with 
escalating violent terrorist activities by “East Turkistan independence” forces. 

Besides, anti-China forces have never given up their attempt to instigate a “color revolution” in this 
country. 

Ministry of Foreign affairs, China's Policies on Asia-Pacific Security Cooperation, January 2017, https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1429771.shtml, 2017/01/11
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South Asia is generally stable while conflicts between India and Pakistan flare up from time to time. Political reconciliation and reconstruction in Afghanistan
is making progress in the face of difficulties…Japan and India are rebalancing and optimizing the structure of their military forces.

…Theater Commands (TCs), and border troops. They conduct regular friendly mutual visits, working meetings, joint patrols and joint exercises targeting
transnational crime with their foreign counterparts. They strive to promote stability and security along the border with India, and take effective measures to
create favorable conditions for the peaceful resolution of the Donglang (Doklam) standoff. They enhance control along the border with Afghanistan to guard
against the infiltration of terrorists.

…In June 2017, the SCO expanded for the first time and admitted India and Pakistan as member states…To implement the important consensus reached by
the leaders of China and India, the two militaries have exchanged high-level visits and pushed for a hotline for border defense cooperation and mechanisms
for border management and border defense exchanges

..China has signed border cooperation agreements with 9 neighboring countries and set up border meeting mechanisms with 12 countries. China’s armed
forces …enhance control along the border with Afghanistan to guard against the infiltration of terrorists.

…China has set up defense and security consultations as well as working meeting mechanisms with 17 neighboring countries to keep exchange channels
open. In recent years, China has regularly held serial joint exercises and training on counter-terrorism, peacekeeping, search and rescue, and tactical skills
with its neighboring countries, and carried out extensive exchanges and practical cooperation on border and coastal defense, academic institutions, think
tanks, education, training, medical science, medical service, and equipment and technology…The military relationships between China and its neighboring
countries are generally stable.

…China is active in international and regional counter-terrorism cooperation…China initiated the establishment of the Quadrilateral Cooperation and
Coordination Mechanism (QCCM), a counter-terrorism cooperation and coordination mechanism by the militaries of Afghanistan, China, Pakistan and
Tajikistan. The QCCM has convened two military leaders’ meetings and conducted counter-terrorism exchange and cooperation, actively safeguarding
regional security.

…QCCM among the Military Forces of Afghanistan, China, Pakistan and Tajikistan, 2016. The QCCM was built to provide coordination and mutual support in
situation evaluation, evidence verification, intelligence sharing, capacity building, and training. China has always emphasized that the mechanism is not
targeted against any other country or international organization and is ready to join all parties in expanding cooperation, increasing counter terrorism
capacity, and safeguarding regional peace and stability. To date, two military leaders’ meetings have been held

…Pakistan: Friendship Joint Anti-Terrorism Training; Held in Ningxia, China in Dec. 2015; at National Counter Terrorism Center Pabbi, Pakistan in Oct. 2016;
Eagle/Shaheen Joint Training, A total of 6 training sessions held in China and Pakistan from 2013 to 2018.

…India, Hand in Hand Anti-Terrorism Joint Training, Held in Sichuan, China in Nov. 2013; in Maharashtra, India in Nov. 2014; in Yunnan, China in Oct. 2015; in
Maharashtra, India in Nov. 2016; in Sichuan, China in Dec. 2018.

Source: Quotes adapted from China’s National Defense in a New Era, July 2019, http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc


OSD: China, India, Pakistan, and Afghanistan

China and India are to some extent natural rivals as the two largest powers in Asia. They also have had border disputes whose origins date 
back to poorly demarcated borders and claims in the 1840s, and which led to a short border war in 1962 over two areas – Aksai Chin and 
Arunachal Pradaesh in mountainous areas of limited commercial and strategic importance. Both sides have made several attempts to
resolve these issues, but these so fair have failed. They both deploy military forces to cover their current areas of occupation and incidents 
and new disputes have repeatedly occurred.

These disputes have helped lead China to turn to Pakistan as an economic partner and make it a focus for Chinese arms sales – as well as 
economic loans and investment – making Pakistan an important part of China’s “belt and road” initiative. India, in turn, reached out to the 
Soviet Union and Russia for arms, and more recently to the U.S. as a potential ally and counterweight to China. Their competition has also 
had some impact on Chinese and Indian Ocean rivalries in the Indian Ocean as China emerges as more of a blue water navy, deploys forces 
for the UN anti-piracy campaign in Somalia, and establishes a base in Djibouti in the Red Sea.

It is unclear, however, that China has any major interests that would lead it into a meaningful conflict with India, or that India would risk 
engaging in a serious conflict with China. No one can ignore the fact both sides remain deployed against the other in the dispute areas, and 
there is a risk that a more serious conflict could occur, but it is unlikely that China would seek such a conflict, support Pakistan in some 
future war with India, or seek any form of control over Afghanistan – although it does have mining and trading interests in the country and 
concerns over the potential threat of support to extremist groups in or near China.

41Source: Office of the Secretary of Defense, Military and Security Developments Involving the Republic of China, Annual Report to Congress, 

May 2, 2019, Department of Defense. China Military Power 2019, p. 77.



The Chinese Western Theater Command and India - I

WESTERN THEATER COMMAND 

The Western Theater Command (WTC) is geographically the largest theater command within China and is likely responsible for 
responding to conflict with India and managing terrorism in western China. Located within the WTC are two group armies, three Air 
Force bases, one Rocket Force base, and PAP units that conduct internal security operations. 

Counterterrorism is a key issue within the WTC, which includes the Xinjiang and Tibet Autonomous Regions where China is focused on 
perceived threats of separatism and terrorism. China’s campaign is characterized as combating terror and separatist forces before they 
enter China, particularly from Afghanistan, while employing an internal “re-education” campaign for any individuals suspected of having 
sympathies for anti-government elements. 

CHINA-INDIA BORDER 

Tensions between China and India persist along the western and eastern sections of their disputed border. Chinese and Indian patrols 
regularly encounter one another along the disputed border, and both sides often accuse one another of border incursions. Despite a 
summer 2018 low-level standoff in Demchok, China and India have thus far prevented these disagreements from escalating to a level 
similar to the 73-day border standoff at the Doklam Plateau. Chinese and Indian forces engage in regular border meetings to discuss 
disputes and are generally able to resolve misunderstandings to prevent the escalation of minor confrontations. However, an enduring 
settlement of the 2017 border dispute remains elusive. 

• Chinese and Indian military and civilian leaders continue discussions on the development of mechanisms to defuse tensions, at both 
the immediate border areas as well as the national level, through military exchanges and a proposed direct crisis hotline. 

• In April 2018, President Xi and Prime Minister Modi held an informal meeting and expressed support for a resolution on the border. 

In November 2018, India and China resumed their annual defense dialogue, which was followed by a special representative meeting on 
the border co-chaired by Indian National Security Advisor Ajit Doval and Chinese State Councilor Wang Yi. 

42Source: Office of the Secretary of Defense, Military and Security Developments Involving the Republic of China, Annual Report to Congress, 

May 2, 2019, Department of Defense. China Military Power 2019, p. 77.
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May 2, 2019, Department of Defense. 

China Military Power 2019, p. 78.
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China-India Military Balance – 2018

Source: (name redacted) , China-India Great Power Competition in the Indian Ocean Region: Issues for 
Congress, CRS R45194, April 20, 2018, p. 37.
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China-Pakistan Economic Corridor

Source: (name redacted) , China-India Great Power Competition in the Indian Ocean Region: Issues for 
Congress, CRS R45194, April 20, 2018, p. 37.
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China & Afghanistan: Chinese 2017 White Paper

China supports peace and reconstruction in Afghanistan, and hopes to see an 
Afghanistan that is united, stable, prosperous and at peace with its neighboring 
countries. 

Since 2015 China has increased assistance to Afghanistan in support of that 
government's capacity building. In the wake of a 7.8-magnitude earthquake in northern 
Afghanistan in October 2015 China provided assistance for disaster-relief efforts. 

China believes that only an inclusive reconciliation process that is "Afghan-led and 
Afghan-owned" can provide the ultimate solution to the Afghanistan issue. China will 
continue to play a constructive role in advancing the reconciliation process in 
Afghanistan.

Source: Ministry of Foreign affairs, China's Policies on Asia-Pacific Security Cooperation, January 2017, 
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1429771.shtml, 2017/01/11.
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China and Japan

As is the case with Korea, China’s relations with Japan cannot be separated from the history of Japanese 
conquest and military occupation. Memories are long and the history of Chinese and Japanese relations 
is one that played a major role in China’s dark years. Key benchmarks include:

• The Sino-Japanese War: 1884-1895

• Manchurian Incident/Japanese Invasion: 1931

• Full Japanese Invasion (Marco Polo Bridge/Peking/Nanking massacre): 1937-1945

• U.S. use of Japan as a base in the Korean war: 1950-1953

The most visible sign of such tensions lies in the Chinese claims in the Northwest Pacific shown in the 
maps and charts in this section – and the rising level of Chinese naval and air activity near Japan and the 
Senkaku islands. 

At the same time, however, China may be more concerned in strategic terms with the U.S.-Japanese 
strategic partnership, with U.S. basing and port facilities in Japan, with potential increases in Japan’s 
military capabilities, with Japan’s improving coverage of missile attacks and missile defenses, and with 
Japan’s role in providing support to the U.S. in the event of another Korean War.
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The deployment of the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system in the Republic of Korea (ROK) by the US has severely undermined
the regional strategic balance and the strategic security interests of regional countries. In an attempt to circumvent the post-war mechanism,
Japan has adjusted its military and security policies and increased input accordingly, thus becoming more outward-looking in its military
endeavors. Australia continues to strengthen its military alliance with the US and its military engagement in the Asia-Pacific, seeking a bigger
role in security affairs.

…Japan and India are rebalancing and optimizing the structure of their military forces.

…In May 2018, the defense authorities of China and Japan signed a memorandum of understanding on maritime and air liaison and put it into
practice in June.

Source: Quotes adapted from China’s National Defense in a New Era, July 2019, http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc

http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc


Source: Department of Defense, Chinese Military Power, 2019, p. 71. 53

OSD on China’s Tensions with Japan - 2019

Key Takeaways 

• China continues to use maritime law enforcement ships and aircraft to patrol near the Japan-administered Senkaku 
Islands. 

• In May 2018, China and Japan signed the Maritime and Aerial Communication Mechanism systems program. 

China claims sovereignty over the Japan-administered Senkaku Islands in the East China Sea, which are also claimed by 
Taiwan.

The United States does not take a position on sovereignty of the Senkaku Islands but recognizes Japan’s administration of 
the islands and continues to reaffirm that the islands fall within the scope of Article 5 of the U.S.-Japan Mutual Security 
Treaty. China uses maritime law enforcement ships and aircraft to patrol near the islands. 

During 2018, China maintained a presence in the Senkaku Islands with typically four China Coast Guard ships in the 
territorial waters (within 12 nm) around the islands. In January 2018, a PLAN Shang-class nuclear-powered attack 
submarine (SSN) sailed underwater in the vicinity of the Senkaku Islands. Separately, the PLAN frequently advances into the 
Pacific Ocean by passing between Japan’s Okinawa and Miyako Islands. The PLAN East Sea Fleet regularly conducts military 
exercises in the Sea of Japan to prepare for potential conflicts. However, during Premier Li Keqiang’s visit to Japan in May 
2018, China and Japan signed the Maritime and Aerial Communication Mechanism, designed to avoid accidental 
encounters. 



DIA’s Similar Assessment of China’s Role in the East China 
Sea: 2019

Source: DIA, China Military Power: Modernizing a Force to Fight and Win, 2019, DIA-02-1706-085, 2019, p. 71.
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Key Takeaways

• China continues to use maritime law enforcement ships and aircraft to patrol
near the Japan-administered Senkaku Islands.

• In May 2018, China and Japan signed the Maritime and Aerial Communication
Mechanism.

China claims sovereignty over the Japan administered Senkaku Islands in the East China Sea, which are also claimed by 
Taiwan. The United States does not take a position on sovereignty of the Senkaku Islands but recognizes Japan’s 
administration of the islands and continues to reaffirm that the islands fall within the scope of Article 5 of the U.S.-Japan 
Mutual Security Treaty. 
China uses maritime law enforcement ships and aircraft to patrol near the islands. 

During 2018, China maintained a presence in the Senkaku Islands with typically four China Coast Guard ships in the 
territorial waters (within 12 nm) around the islands. In January 2018, a PLAN Shang-class nuclear-powered attack 
submarine (SSN) sailed underwater in
the vicinity of the Senkaku Islands. Separately, the PLAN frequently advances into the Pacific Ocean by passing between 
Japan’s Okinawa and Miyako Islands. The PLAN East Sea Fleet regularly conducts military exercises in the Sea of Japan to 
prepare for potential conflicts.

However, during Premier Li Keqiang’s visit to Japan in May 2018, China and Japan signed the Maritime and Aerial 
Communication Mechanism, designed to avoid accidental encounters.



Japanese Estimate of Security Situation Surrounding Japan: 2018 

Adapted from Defense of Japan 2018 (Annual White Paper) Digest, http://www.mod.go.jp/e/publ/w_paper/. 
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The Strategic Position of the Senkaku Islands
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Source: Lori Fisler Damrosch and Bernard H. Oxman, “Agora: The South China Sea,” American Journal of International Law, Vol. 107, No. 1, January 2013, p. 99. 



Japanese Estimate of Chinese Naval Activity Near Japan in 2017

58Adapted from Defense of Japan 2017 (Annual White Paper) Digest, http://www.mod.go.jp/e/publ/w_paper/2017.html/, p. 100. 
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Japanese Estimate of Chinese Air Activity Near Japan in 2017

59Adapted from Defense of Japan 2017 (Annual White Paper) Digest, http://www.mod.go.jp/e/publ/w_paper/2017.html/, p. 103.
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Japanese Estimate of Chinese Naval Activity Near Japan in 2018

60Adapted from Defense of Japan 2018 (Annual White Paper) Digest, https://www.mod.go.jp/e/publ/w_paper/pdf/2018/DOJ2018_Digest_1204.pdf, p. 9. 
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Chinese Government Vessels Near the Senkaku Islands: 2008-3/2019 

61

Source: JCG, “The Numbers of Chinese Government and Other Vessels That Entered Japan’s Contiguous Zone or Intruded into Territorial Sea Surrounding 
the Senkaku Islands,” chart, March 31, 2019 ; and Lyle L. Morris, Michael J. Mazarr, Jeffery W. Hornug, Stephanie Pezaed, Anika Binnendijk, Marta Kepe, 
Gaining Competitive Advantage in the Gray Zone, Response Options for Coercive Aggression Below the Threshold of Major War, Rand, June 2019, p. 95. 



U.S. Forces in Japan

Source: IISS, Military Balance, 2018, p.60. 62
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Adapted from Defense of Japan 2017 
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Source: Deutsche Welle, “US 
report warns of China military 
development overseas,” 
7.6.17, 
http://www.dw.com/en/us-
report-warns-of-china-
military-development-
overseas/a-39138715



China, the Koreas, Russia and the U.S.
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China and the Koreas

Like Taiwan, the Koreas remain a critical area where both China and the United States must continue to plan for the risk 
of actual war, but where both share a common interest in avoiding and deterring such a conflict, and in limiting any clash 
and crisis before it can escalate. This issue has become steadily more complex as North Korea (Democratic People’s 
Republic of Korea or DPRK) has developed nuclear weapons and missile capabilities that can attack Japan and the United 
States. 

China has supported the U.S. in developing international sanctions that are intended to make the DPRK give up its 
nuclear program while supporting formal efforts to end the Korean war, bring the DPRK and South Korea (Republic of 
Korea or ROK) together, and Shift the DPRK to a model of economic development close to that of China and one that can 
produce a far wealthier and more stable country. 

China has also attempted to block the deployment of U.S. anti-missile radars and forces on the ground that they can help 
limit China’s ability to use its strategic nuclear forces to deter the U.S. – although the technical arguments China raises n 
support of this position seem to be deeply flawed.

It is far from clear how this situation is evolving. It has recently lurched back and forth between U.S. confrontation with 
North Korea over its nuclear programs and claims that the issues can be resolved in ways that would trade the DPRK 
nuclear and long-range missile programs for an easing of UN sanctions and economic aid. Russia – which also shares a 
border with the DPRK — has taken a mixed stand, though largely in support of China.

Neither China nor the U.S. has issued a detailed official discussion of the role that China might play in a future Korean 
War, but it is clear that China has major forces near the border and might well act if the DPRK was threatened with the 
kind of defeat that might eliminate the DPRK as buffer state friendly to China.

The maps and force tables in this section illustrate these aspects of the total military balance, but it is almost impossible
to guess how an actual war that brought China into the conflict might evolve, the level of escalation that could result, or 
the risks in terms of a U.S. and Chinese conflict.
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China & Korean Nuclear Issue: Chinese 2017 White Paper

China's position on the Korean Peninsula nuclear issue is consistent and clear-cut. China is 
committed to the denuclearization of the peninsula, its peace and stability, and settlement 
of the issue through dialogue and consultation. 

Over the years, China has made tremendous efforts to facilitate the process of 
denuclearization of the peninsula, safeguard the overall peace and stability there, and 
realize an early resumption of the Six-Party Talks. In January and September this year the 
Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) conducted two nuclear tests and launched 
missiles of various types, violating UN Security Council resolutions and running counter to 
the wishes of the international community. 

China has made clear its opposition to such actions and supported the relevant Security 
Council resolutions to prevent the DPRK's further pursuit of nuclear weapons. 

China will continue to work with the international community and strive for 
denuclearization and long-term peace and stability of the peninsula and of Northeast Asia as 
a whole. At the same time, other parties concerned should not give up the efforts to resume 
talks or their responsibilities to safeguard peace and stability on the peninsula.

Source: Ministry of Foreign affairs, China's Policies on Asia-Pacific Security Cooperation, January 2017, 
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1429771.shtml, 2017/01/11
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China & ABM Issue: Chinese 2017 White Paper

The anti-ballistic missile issue concerns global strategic stability and mutual trust among 
major countries. China always holds the view that the anti-ballistic missile issue should be 
treated with discretion. Forming Cold War style military alliances and building global and 
regional anti-ballistic missile systems will be detrimental to strategic stability and mutual 
trust, as well as to the development of an inclusive global and regional security 
framework. Countries should respect other countries' security concerns while pursuing 
their own security interests, and follow the principle of maintaining global strategic 
stability without compromising the security of any country so as to jointly create a 
peaceful and stable international security environment featuring equality, mutual trust 
and mutually beneficial cooperation.

Despite clear opposition from relevant countries including China, the US and the Republic 
of Korea (ROK) announced the decision to start and accelerate the deployment of the 
THAAD anti-ballistic missile system in the ROK. Such an act would seriously damage the 
regional strategic balance and the strategic security interests of China and other countries 
in the region, and run counter to the efforts for maintaining peace and stability on the 
Korean Peninsula. China firmly opposes the US and ROK deployment of the THAAD anti-
ballistic missile system in the ROK, and strongly urges the US and the ROK to stop this 
process.

Source: Ministry of Foreign affairs, China's Policies on Asia-Pacific Security Cooperation, January 2017, 
https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1429771.shtml, 2017/01/11.
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Chinese 2019 Defense White Paper: Koreas
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The deployment of the Terminal High Altitude Area Defense (THAAD) system in the Republic of Korea (ROK) by the US has severely undermined
the regional strategic balance and the strategic security interests of regional countries. In an attempt to circumvent the post-war mechanism,
Japan has adjusted its military and security policies and increased input accordingly, thus becoming more outward-looking in its military
endeavors. Australia continues to strengthen its military alliance with the US and its military engagement in the Asia-Pacific, seeking a bigger
role in security affairs.

…Regional hotspots and disputes are yet to be resolved. Despite positive progress, the Korean Peninsula still faces uncertainty.

…China has played a constructive role in the political settlement of regional hotspots such as the Korean Peninsula issue…

Source: Quotes adapted from China’s National Defense in a New Era, July 2019, http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc.
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Chinese–Russian Air Clash with South Korea: July 23. 2019
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South Korean jets fired nearly 400 warning shots and 20 flares on Tuesday near a Russian 
surveillance plane that Kores and Japan said flew near disputed islands in the Sea of Japan, 
also known as the East Sea, that the two countries claim. The alleged incursion happened 
over the disputed Dokdo/Takeshima islands, which are occupied by South Korea but also 
claimed by Japan. 

South Korea's military said that in total three Russian and two Chinese military aircraft 
entered the Korea Air Defence Identification Zone (KADIZ) on Tuesday morning. One of 
those planes - an A-50 Russian surveillance plane - also violated its territorial airspace twice, 
it said, before leaving. South Korea said its jets fired flares and machine-gun warning shots 
when the Russian plane intruded. It also deployed F-15 and F-16 planes to intercept it. 
Russian and Chinese bombers and reconnaissance planes have occasionally entered the zone 
in recent years, but this is the first incident of its kind between Russia and South Korea. 

…This first "joint air patrol" involving Russian and Chinese long-range aircraft in the Asia 
Pacific region, sends a powerful signal of the developing military relationship between 
Moscow and Beijing. This still falls short of a formal alliance but their joint exercises are 
larger and more sophisticated. 

In 2013, South Korea has announced it is expanding its air defence zone, which will now 
partially overlap with a similar zone announced by China. The two zones now both included 
a rock claimed by both countries and controlled by South Korea. The defence ministry said it 
would co-ordinate with "related countries".

China announced a new Air Defence Identification Zone (ADIZ) last month, in a move that 
raised regional tensions.

Both countries' zones will cover the airspace above a rock called Ieodo by South Korea and 
Suyan by China, which is claimed by both countries. It is part of the Dokdo (Solitary islands) 
in Korea, Takeshima (Bamboo islands) in Japan Claimed by Japan and South Korea, but 
occupied by South Korea since 1954. The islands consist of two main islands and about 30 
smaller rocks. A South Korean coastguard detachment has been stationed there since 1954. 

As well as Ieodo rock, South Korea's Defence Ministry said the new military air defence zone 
would cover the airspace above Marado and Hongdo islands controlled by Seoul in waters 
south of the peninsula.  The new parameters were a direct challenge to China's own air 
defence zone, which covers part of the same area.

Source: BBC, Russia and South Korea spar over airspace 'intrusion’, 24 July 2019, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-49091523
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North Korea: Nearby Chinese Forces and Possible Chinese Buffer Zones 

Source: 2018 Report to Congress of the U.S. and China Security Review Commission 115th Congress, 2nd Session, November 2018, p. 424. 73



North Korea: 
Nuclear Facilities

Source: 2018 Report to Congress of the U.S. and China Security Review 
Commission, 115th Congress, 2nd Session, November 2018, p. 424.
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OSD on China’s Northern Theater Forces and Role in Korea - 2019

Source: Office of the Secretary of Defense, Military and Security Developments Involving the Republic of China, Annual 

Report to Congress, May 2, 2019, Department of Defense. China Military Power 2019, p. 79.



Source: Office of the Secretary of 

Defense, Military and Security 

Developments Involving the 

Republic of China, Annual Report to 

Congress, May 2, 2019, Department 

of Defense. China Military Power 

2019, p. 80.
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U.S. Forces in South Korea

Source: IISS, Military Balance, 2018, p.60. 77



South Korean Estimate of Regional Military Balance: 2016 - I

Adapted from South Korea, Defense White Paper, 2016, p. 15. 78



South Korean Estimate of Regional Military Balance: 2016 - II

Adapted from South Korea, Defense White Paper, 2016, p. 264. 79



South Korean Estimate of Regional Military Balance: 2016 - III

Adapted from South Korea, Defense White Paper, 2016, p. 265. 80
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China and Taiwan 

The South China Sea may be the area which gets the most public attention to U.S. and Chinese military competition and the risk of conflict, but 
Taiwan has remained a key area for such planning in spite of the U.S. opening to China, and receives the most attention to the risk of actual 
conflict. 

This does not mean that it is the area of highest risk. Both the U.S. and China see how dangerous any major conflict or even major military clash or 
incident can be in this region, and have strong reasons to show restraint and avoid any risk of a major war. At the same time, there are few areas 
where China has taken so clear a strategic position, and the complex mix of Chinese and Taiwanese politics, Chinese military exercises and force 
shifts, Taiwanese military modernization and the issue of U.S. arms sales to Taiwan, and U.S. willingness to send combat ships through the Taiwan 
Straits all combine to present some risk of a crisis or conflict.

These charts and tables that follow present a much clear U.S. and Taiwanese view of the military situation than of the Chinese view. China has 
made it definitively clear that it regards Taiwan as Chinese territory, has pushed hard for changes in Taiwan’s internal politics that could bring it 
back into some form of union with China, has attempted to block U.S. arms transfers to Taiwan, and has used trade to gain economic leverage. It 
has not, however, made public the level of open source data on the military balance and development in the region provided by Taiwan and the 
United States.
The U.S. never agreed to halt arms sales and informal military relations with Taiwan when it established diplomatic relations with China in 1979 –
largely as part of a joint U.S.- Chinese effort to counter pressure from the Soviet Union, even though it did break form diplomatic relations with 
Taiwan. It has provided major arms transfers ever since as part of the Taiwan Relations Act that was passed shortly after the U.S. established 
relations with China, and which requires that the United States provide Taiwan with defensive weapons to deter an attack from China.
The United States broadened this support in 1982 by issuing a Six Assurances document which stated that the U.S. would not set a date for ending 
arms sales to Taiwan.

It is unclear how the changes in U.S. strategy since 2017, and how the focus on military and economic competition with China, will affect this 
situation. China has, however, hardened its position relative to Taiwan as a result of shifts in Taiwanese internal politics that have produced a 
government less willing to be flexible in dealing with China, the U.S. has been more willing to host senior Chinese officials, and the U.S. has agreed 
to major new arms sales to Taiwan.

Taiwan requested 66 F-16V fighter jets from the US in February 2019, and bought $500 million worth of arms and services including F-16 parts and 
training. In July 2019, the Department of Defense notified Congress of a request for the sale of some $2 billion more arms, including 108 M1A2T 
Abrams tanks, as well as Hercules armored vehicles and heavy equipment transporters and $220 million in Stinger antiaircraft missiles. This 
notification came shortly before Taiwan’s president, Tsai Ing-wen, was due to visit the United States. 
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Chinese 2017 White Paper on Taiwan 

The Taiwan issue bears on China’s reunification and long-term development, and reunification 
is an inevitable trend in the course of national rejuvenation. In recent years, cross-Taiwan 
Straits relations have sustained a sound momentum of peaceful development, but the root 
cause of instability has not yet been removed, and the “Taiwan independence” separatist 
forces and their activities are still the biggest threat to the peaceful development of cross-
Straits relations. 

Source: Ministry of Foreign affairs, China's Policies on Asia-Pacific Security Cooperation, January 2017, https://www.fmprc.gov.cn/mfa_eng/zxxx_662805/t1429771.shtml, 2017/01/11.
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Resolutely Safeguarding China’s Sovereignty, Security and Development Interests. This is the fundamental goal of China’s national defense in 
the new era. China’s national defense aims…

• to oppose and contain “Taiwan independence”; 

• to crack down on proponents of separatist movements such as “Tibet independence” and the creation of “East Turkistan”; 

…To solve the Taiwan question and achieve complete reunification of the country is in the fundamental interests of the Chinese nation and 
essential to realizing national rejuvenation. China adheres to the principles of “peaceful reunification”, and “one country, two systems”, 
promotes peaceful development of cross-Strait relations, and advances peaceful reunification of the country. Meanwhile, China resolutely 
opposes any attempts or actions to split the country and any foreign interference to this end. China must be and will be reunited. China has the 
firm resolve and the ability to safeguard national sovereignty and territorial integrity, and will never allow the secession of any part of its 
territory by anyone, any organization or any political party by any means at any time. We make no promise to renounce the use of force, and 
reserve the option of taking all necessary measures. This is by no means targeted at our compatriots in Taiwan, but at the interference of 
external forces and the very small number of “Taiwan independence” separatists and their activities. The PLA will resolutely defeat anyone 
attempting to separate Taiwan from China and safeguard national unity at all costs 

…The fight against separatists is becoming more acute. The Taiwan authorities, led by the Democratic Progressive Party (DPP), stubbornly stick 
to “Taiwan independence” and refuse to recognize the 1992 Consensus, which embodies the one-China principle. They have gone further down 
the path of separatism by stepping up efforts to sever the connection with the mainland in favor of gradual independence, pushing for de jure
independence, intensifying hostility and confrontation, and borrowing the strength of foreign influence. The “Taiwan independence” separatist 
forces and their actions remain the gravest immediate threat to peace and stability in the Taiwan Strait and the biggest barrier hindering the 
peaceful reunification of the country. External separatist forces for “Tibet independence” and the creation of “East Turkistan” launch frequent 
actions, posing threats to China’s national security and social stability.

…China’s armed forces conduct air defense, reconnaissance and early warning, monitor China’s territorial air and peripheral air space, carry out 
alert patrols and combat takeoff, and effectively respond to emergencies and threats to maintain order and security in the air. Aiming at 
safeguarding national unity, China’s armed forces strengthen military preparedness with emphasis on the sea. By sailing ships and flying aircraft 
around Taiwan, the armed forces send a stern warning to the “Taiwan independence” separatist forces.

…China resolutely opposes the wrong practices and provocative activities of the US side regarding arms sales to Taiwan, sanctions on the CMC 
Equipment Development Department and its leadership, illegal entry into China’s territorial waters and maritime and air spaces near relevant 
islands and reefs, and wide-range and frequent close-in reconnaissance. 

Source: Quotes adapted from China’s National Defense in a New Era, July 2019, http://www.xinhuanet.com/english/download/whitepaperonnationaldefenseinnewera.doc
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Source: OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China, China Military Power, 2019, May 2019, pp. iii and 70-71.
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OSD on China’s Relations with Taiwan - 2019
China continues to implement reforms associated with the establishment of its five theater commands, each of which is responsible for developing command 
strategies and joint operational plans and capabilities relevant for specific threats, as well as responding to crises and safeguarding territorial sovereignty and 
stability. Taiwan persistently remains the PLA’s main “strategic direction,” one of the geographic areas the leadership identifies as having strategic importance. 
Other strategic directions include the East China Sea, the South China Sea, and China’s borders with India and North Korea. 

China’s overall strategy toward Taiwan continues to incorporate elements of both persuasion and coercion to hinder the development of political attitudes in 
Taiwan favoring independence. Taiwan lost three additional diplomatic partners in 2018, and some international fora continued to deny the participation of 
representatives from Taiwan. Although China advocates for peaceful unification with Taiwan, China has never renounced the use of military force, and continues 
to develop and deploy advanced military capabilities needed for a potential military campaign. 

• Relations between China and Taiwan remained cool through 2018. 

• Bowing to Chinese pressure, the Dominican Republic, Burkina Faso, and El Salvador switched diplomatic relations from Taipei to Beijing. 

• The PLA continued Taiwan Strait contingency preparations. 

…Relations between China and Taiwan remained at an impasse through 2018. Since the 2016 election of Tsai Ing-wen as Taiwan’s president, China halted formal 
communication with Taiwan and has repeatedly stressed that Taiwan must accept the “1992 Consensus” to restart formal engagement. Since November 2016, 
China’s leaders have directly equated the “1992 Consensus” to “one China,” which was reaffirmed by President Xi in the 19th Party Congress work report. 
Taiwan President Tsai Ing-wen has continually pledged to maintain the status quo in cross-Strait relations and called for talks with China without using the “1992 
Consensus” as a precondition for negotiations. 

In May 2016, China suspended consultations between its Taiwan Affairs Office and Taiwan’s Mainland Affairs Council that had begun in 2014. China continues to 
thwart Taiwan’s efforts to participate in international organizations such as the World Health Organization and INTERPOL. China has also maintained its 
diplomatic pressure on Taiwan, convincing the Dominican Republic, Burkina Faso, and El Salvador to switch diplomatic relations from Taipei to Beijing in 2018. 
Despite the stalled government-to-government consultations, the CCP continues to engage with the opposition Kuomintang (KMT) party, and China continues to 
hold lower-level cross- Strait exchanges such as the municipal Shanghai-Taipei Twin City Forum. 

The PLA continues to prepare for contingencies in the Taiwan Strait to deter, and if necessary, compel Taiwan to abandon moves toward independence. The PLA 
also is likely preparing for a contingency to unify Taiwan with the mainland by force, while simultaneously deterring, delaying, or denying any third-party 
intervention on Taiwan’s behalf. As part of a comprehensive campaign to pressure Taiwan and the Tsai Administration, China has increased military exercises in 
the vicinity of Taiwan, including circumnavigation flights by the PLAAF and naval exercises in the East China Sea. 

Relations between China and Taiwan remained at an impasse through 2018. Since the 2016 election of Tsai Ing-wen as Taiwan’s president, China halted formal 
communication with Taiwan and has repeatedly stressed that Taiwan must accept the “1992 Consensus” to restart formal engagement. Since November 2016, 
China’s leaders have directly equated the “1992 Consensus” to “one China,” which was reaffirmed by President Xi in the 19th Party Congress work report. 
Taiwan President Tsai Ing-wen has continually pledged to maintain Taiwan’s national defense report released in 2017 cited concerns that increased PLA military 
activity near Taiwan poses an “enormous threat to security in the Taiwan Strait,” and that Taiwan requires a “multiple deterrence strategy,” including an 
emphasis on developing asymmetric warfare to counter PLA advances. In 2018, Taiwan has continued to expand its indigenous defense systems program. 



Source: OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China, China 
Military Power, 2019, May 2019, pp. 83-84. This text has remained virtually the same since 2017.
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OSD on China’s Strategy for Taiwan and Military Capabilities in 
the Taiwan Strait - 2019

Although China advocates for peaceful unification with Taiwan, China has never renounced the use of military force; the circumstances under 
which China has historically warned it would use force remain ambiguous and have evolved over time. China has an array of options for a Taiwan 
campaign, ranging from an air and maritime blockade to a full-scale amphibious invasion to seize and occupy some or all of Taiwan or its 
offshore islands. PLA services and support forces continue to improve training and acquire new capabilities for a Taiwan contingency, but there is 
no indication China is significantly expanding its landing ship force necessary for an amphibious assault on Taiwan. 

China appears prepared to defer the use of force as long as it believes that unification over the long term remains possible and that the costs of 
conflict outweigh the benefits. China argues that the credible threat of force is essential to maintain the conditions for political progress and to 
prevent Taiwan from making moves toward de jure independence. China has refused for decades to renounce the use of force to resolve the 
Taiwan issue, despite simultaneously professing its desire for peaceful unification under the principle of “one country, two systems.” 

The circumstances under which the mainland has historically warned that it would use force have evolved over time in response to the island’s 
declarations of its political status, changes in PLA capabilities, and China’s view of Taiwan’s relations with other countries. These circumstances 
have included: 

• Formal declaration of Taiwan independence; 

• Undefined moves toward Taiwan independence; 

• Internal unrest on Taiwan; 

• Taiwan’s acquisition of nuclear weapons; 

• Indefinite delays in the resumption of cross-Strait dialogue on unification; 

• Foreign intervention in Taiwan’s internal affairs; and 

• Foreign forces stationed on Taiwan. 

Article 8 of China’s March 2005 Anti-Secession Law states that China may use “non-peaceful means” if “secessionist forces…cause the fact of 
Taiwan’s secession from China,” if “major incidents entailing Taiwan’s secession” occur, or if “possibilities for peaceful reunification” are 
exhausted. The ambiguity of these “redlines” preserves China’s flexibility. 



Source: Defense Security Assistance Agency, News Reease, https://www.dsca.mil/major-arms-sales/taipei-economic-and-cultural-representative-office-united-
states-tecro-m1a2t-abrams, July 8, 2019; https://www.dsca.mil/major-arms-sales/taipei-economic-and-cultural-representative-office-united-states-tecro-
stinger, July 8, 2019; Edward Wong, “Trump Administration Approves F-16 Fighter Jet Sales to Taiwan,” New York Times, August 16, 2019, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/16/world/asia/taiwan-f16.html; Joe Gould and Mike Ye, “Trump OK’s F-16 sale to Taiwan amid China tensions,” Defense 
News, August 16, 2019, https://www.defensenews.com/congress/2019/08/16/trump-oks-f-16-sale-to-taiwan-amid-china-tensions/. 
.
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Major US Arms Sales to Taiwan - 2019

New York Times, August 16, 2019 - The Trump administration is moving forward with an$8 billion sale of F-16V fighter jets to Taiwan, American
officials said Friday…The sale of 66 jets to Taiwan would be the largest or one of the largest single arms package transactions between the 
United States and the democratic, self-governing island…Congress passed the Taiwan Relations Act of 1979 to set legal guidelines for ties with 
Taiwan. The act says the United States government must “provide Taiwan with arms of a defensive character.” 
…In his first term, President Barack Obama approved two large packages worth a total of $12 billion, then moved on sales of less than $2 billion 
in 2015. President George W. Bush approved packages worth less than $5 billion total in his first term, then pushed through sales worth more 
than $10 billion in his second term…Previous requests, including one for 66 new F-16s, were rejected by the Obama administration. The White 
House at the time instead offered to upgrade Taiwan’s existing fleet of about 140 F-16A/B Block 20 aircraft, the first of which have been 
delivered to Taiwan’s Air Force. As of March, however, this process was behind schedule.

WASHINGTON, July 8, 2019 - The State Department has made a determination approving a possible Foreign Military Sale ofM1A2T Abrams Tanks 
and related equipment and support for an estimated cost of $2 billion. The Defense Security Cooperation Agency delivered the required 
certification notifying Congress of this possible sale today. The request includes one hundred eight (108) M1A2T Abrams Tanks; one hundred 
twenty-two (122) M2 Chrysler Mount Machine Guns; two hundred sixteen (216) M240 Machine Guns; fourteen (14) M88A2 HERCULES Vehicles; 
sixteen (16) M1070A1 Heavy Equipment Transporters (HET); five hundred seventy-two (572) M1002 TPMP-T1 Rounds; three hundred fifty-nine 
(359) M831A1 HEAT Rounds; and six hundred twenty-one (621) M865 TPCSPS-T2 Rounds, and eight hundred twenty eight (828) M830Al HEAT 
Rounds…

WASHINGTON, July 8, 2019 - The State Department has made a determination approving a possible Foreign Military Sale ofStinger missiles and 
related equipment and support for an estimated cost of $223.56 million. TECRO has requested to buy two hundred fifty (250) Block I -92F 
MANPAD Stinger missiles and four (4) Block I -92F MANPAD Stinger Fly-to-Buy missiles. Also included is one (1) Captive Flight Trainer (CFT), 
twenty-three (23) Field Handling Trainers (FHTs), one hundred eight (108) Gripstock Control Groups, one hundred eight (108) Medium Thermal 
Weapon Sights (MTWS), seven (7) Tracking Head Trainers (THTs), two (2) Sierra Coolant Recharging Units (CRUs), one (1) Missile Go/No Go Test 
Set, one hundred eight (108) Identification Friend or Foe (IFF), TFF Development, one (1) Integrated Electronic Technical Manuals (IETMs)… 

https://www.dsca.mil/major-arms-sales/taipei-economic-and-cultural-representative-office-united-states-tecro-m1a2t-abrams
https://www.dsca.mil/major-arms-sales/taipei-economic-and-cultural-representative-office-united-states-tecro-stinger
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/08/16/world/asia/taiwan-f16.html


Source: Department of Defense, Chinese Military Power, 2017, p. 81.
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DoD on China’s Readiness to Attack Taiwan in 2017 
Preparation for a Taiwan conflict with the possibility of U.S. intervention continues to play a prominent role in China’s 
military modernization program. 

PLA Army. The PLAA is increasingly armed and trained in ways that prepare it for a Taiwan invasion scenario. The PLAA often 
conducts training, including amphibious landing training, under realistic conditions, including in difficult weather and at 
night. Improved networks provide real-time data transmissions within and between units, enabling better C2 during 
operations. Additionally, the PLAA’s ongoing fielding of advanced air defense equipment is significantly enhancing the self-
defense of key C2 elements and other critical assets believed to have potential use against Taiwan. As the number of these 
new systems grows in the PLAA, the force’s ability to defend cross-Strait amphibious lodgments will increase. 

PLA Navy. The PLAN is improving anti-air and anti-surface warfare capabilities, developing a credible at-sea nuclear 
deterrent, and introducing new platforms positioned to strike Taiwan in a cross-Strait conflict. The additional attack 
submarines, multi-mission surface combatants, and fourth-generation naval aircraft entering the force are designed to 
achieve sea superiority within the first island chain as well as to deter and counter any potential third party intervention in 
a Taiwan conflict. 

PLA Air Force. The PLAAF has maintained a force posture that provides it with a variety of capabilities for a Taiwan 
contingency. First, it has stationed a large number of advanced aircraft within an unrefueled range of Taiwan, providing it 
with a significant capability to conduct air-superiority and ground-attack operations against Taiwan. Second, a number of 
long-range air defense systems provide a strong layer of defense of China’s mainland against counterattack. Third, China’s 
development of support aircraft provides the PLAAF with improved ISR capability to support PLA operations in a 
contingency. 

PLA Rocket Force. The PLARF is prepared to conduct missile attacks and precision strikes against high-value targets such as 
Taiwan’s C2 facilities, air bases, radar sites, and others in an attempt to degrade Taiwan’s defenses, neutralize Taiwan’s 
leadership, or break the public’s will to fight. 

Strategic Support Force. PLA writings emphasize the importance of the space and cyberspace domains in joint operations, 
suggesting that the SSF, reportedly responsible for these areas, would be active in a Taiwan contingency; however, 
information about the force’s posture for such a conflict is scarce. 



One of the overarching goals of the structural reforms to reshape the PLA was to construct a military capable of conducting complex joint operations, including 
those that would be involved in a Taiwan contingency. PLA reforms are aimed at clarifying command authorities, improving joint integration, and facilitating the 
transition from peace to war. The abolishment of military regions in favor of military theaters – in this case, the PLA’s Eastern Theater Command (ETC) – has also 
likely streamlined and improved the PLA’s ability to conduct yearlong planning and preparation for joint military operations across the Taiwan Strait. PLA combat 
units are likely experiencing decreased readiness and proficiency to conduct large-scale joint operations as they reorganize units, integrate new capabilities, and 
adjust to new command structures. 

A significant addition to the overall structure of the PLA is the establishment of the SSF and the JLSF. During a Taiwan contingency, the JLSF, in conjunction with 
subordinate joint logistics support centers, would coordinate joint logistics and the delivery of materiel as well as oversee various civil-military support systems to 
sustain the campaign. The creation of the SSF likely improves the PLA’s ability to execute and coordinate IO (particularly cyber, electronic warfare, and 
counterspace) in a Taiwan contingency. It may also improve the PLA’s ability to manage and provide space-based reconnaissance to the CMC and the ETC, 
improving PLA command staffs’ situational awareness of Taiwan’s military units and facilities. The PLA is likely still exploring how to reform its joint command 
processes to integrate IO and ISR capabilities more fully at the theater-level, but structural reforms have removed the biggest barriers to integrating these 
strategic capabilities at the theater-level. 

Structural reforms within the military and paramilitary forces also have implications on resources and operational capabilities available to the PLA for a future 
Taiwan contingency. 

• In 2018, the PLAAF Airborne Corps conducted training exercises involving long-range raid and airborne operations based on actual warplans. The airborne 
corps underwent major changes in 2017, reorganizing its previous units into airborne infantry brigades, a special operations brigade, an aviation brigade, and a 
support brigade. Since 2017, ongoing PLA Army reforms have reduced the number of group armies from 18 to 13, retired or downsized army divisions into 
combined arms brigades, and reorganized the Army’s two amphibious mechanized infantry divisions into amphibious brigades. 

• The PLANMC in 2018 continued to expand from two to six brigades, but the newly created units lack required equipment and operational training. 

…The Eastern Theater Command (ETC) likely executes operational control over national defense matters related to Japan and Taiwan, including contingencies in 
and around the Taiwan Strait and the Senkaku Islands. In 2018, the ETC focused on a series of training and exercises to improve joint operations and combat 
readiness, organizing almost 20 exercises and drills consisting of long-distance sea training, aerial combat, and live-fire training. Located within the ETC are three 
group armies, a naval fleet, two marine brigades, two Air Force bases, and one missile base. 

• In May 2018, the ETC Joint Operations Command Center (JOCC) organized a closely coordinated PLAAF exercise between the Eastern Theater and Southern 
Theater Commands. In addition, the PLAAF flew fighter aircraft and long-range cruise missile capable bombers around Taiwan. The PLAAF also employed a KJ-
2000 early warning aircraft for command, control, and escort to support Su-35 fighters and J-11 fighter flights to the Miyako Strait and the Bashi Channel. 

• In the East China Sea, the ETC conducted combat drills throughout the year focused on naval operations. In October 2018, a PLAN flotilla conducted a series of 
drills, including anti-submarine warfare training by employing destroyers and frigates in formations simulating encirclement of underwater targets. They 
further completed more than ten training objectives in auxiliary gun firing, visit-board-search-and-seizure drills, and nuclear and chemical defense drills. 

Source: OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China, China Military Power, 2019, May 2019, p. 86, and 69-70.
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OSD on China’s Readiness to Attack Taiwan in 2019: 
Effect of PLA Reform on a Taiwan Contingency 



Source: OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China, China Military Power, 2019, May 2019, p. 83-84. 90

OSD on China’s Military Options in Taiwan in 2019
China has a range of options based on the PLA’s increasing capabilities in multiple domains. China could pursue a measured approach by signaling its readiness to use 
force or conduct punitive actions against Taiwan. The PLA could also conduct a more comprehensive campaign designed to force Taiwan to capitulate to unification, 
or unification dialogue, under China’s terms. China would seek to deter potential U.S. intervention in any Taiwan contingency campaign. Failing that, China would 
attempt to delay intervention and seek victory in an asymmetric, limited war of short duration. In the event of a protracted conflict, China might choose to escalate 
cyberspace, space, or nuclear activities in an attempt to end the conflict, or it might choose to fight to a standstill and pursue a political settlement. The PLA could 
initiate the military options listed below individually or in combination. 

Air and Maritime Blockade. PLA writings describe a Joint Blockade Campaign in which China would employ kinetic blockades of maritime and air traffic, including a 
cut-off of Taiwan’s vital imports, to force Taiwan’s capitulation. According to these writings, large- scale missile strikes and possibly seizures of Taiwan’s offshore 
islands would accompany a Joint Blockade in an attempt to achieve a rapid Taiwan surrender, while at the same time, posturing air and naval forces to conduct 
weeks or months of blockade operations if necessary. China’s air and maritime blockade operations will also likely be complemented by concurrent EW, network 
attacks, and IO to further isolate Taiwan’s authorities and populace. 

Limited Force or Coercive Options. China could use a variety of disruptive, punitive, or lethal military actions in a limited campaign against Taiwan, probably in 
conjunction with overt and clandestine economic and political activities supported by a variety of IO to shape perceptions or undercut the effectiveness or legitimacy 
of the Taiwan authorities. Such a campaign could include computer network or limited kinetic attacks against Taiwan’s political, military, and economic infrastructure 
to induce fear in Taiwan and degrade the Taiwan population’s confidence in their leaders. Similarly, PLA special operations forces could infiltrate Taiwan and conduct 
attacks against infrastructure or leadership targets. 

Air and Missile Campaign. China could use missile attacks and precision air strikes against air defense systems, including air bases, radar sites, missiles, space assets, 
and communications facilities to degrade Taiwan’s defenses, neutralize Taiwan’s leadership, or break the Taiwan people’s resolve. 

Invasion of Taiwan. Publicly available Chinese writings describe different operational concepts for an amphibious invasion of Taiwan. The most prominent of these, 
the Joint Island Landing Campaign, envisions a complex operation relying on coordinated, interlocking campaigns for logistics, air, and naval support, and electronic 
warfare. The objective would be to break through or circumvent shore defenses, establish and build a beachhead, transport personnel and materiel to designated 
landing sites in the north or south of Taiwan’s western coastline, and launch attacks to seize and occupy key targets or the entire island. 

Large-scale amphibious invasion is one of the most complicated and difficult military operations. Success depends upon air and maritime superiority, the rapid 
buildup and sustainment of supplies onshore, and uninterrupted support. An attempt to invade Taiwan would likely strain China’s armed forces and invite 
international intervention. 

These stresses, combined with China’s combat force attrition and the complexity of urban warfare and counterinsurgency, even assuming a successful landing and 
breakout, make an amphibious invasion of Taiwan a significant political and military risk. 

The PLA is capable of accomplishing various amphibious operations short of a full-scale invasion of Taiwan. With few overt military preparations beyond routine 
training, China could launch an invasion of small Taiwan-held islands in the South China Sea such as Pratas or Itu Aba. A PLA invasion of a medium-sized, better-
defended island such as Matsu or Jinmen is within China’s capabilities. Such an invasion would demonstrate military capability and political resolve while achieving 
tangible territorial gain and simultaneously showing some measure of restraint. However, this kind of operation involves significant, and possibly prohibitive, political 
risk because it could galvanize pro-independence sentiment on Taiwan and generate international opposition. 



Source: OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China, China Military Power, 2019, May 2019, p. 90-91. 91

OSD on Taiwan’s Defensive Capabilities in 2019
Taiwan has historically enjoyed military advantages in the context of a cross-Strait conflict, such as technological superiority and the inherent geographic advantages 
of island defense, but China’s multi-decade military modernization effort has eroded or negated many of these advantages. Although Taiwan is taking important
steps to compensate for the growing disparities 

steps 
– building its war reserve stocks, growing its defense-industrial base, improving joint operations and crisis response 

capabilities, and strengthening its officer and noncommissioned officer corps – these improvements only partially address Taiwan’s declining defensive advantages. 
Taiwan’s Ministry of National Defense 2017 National Defense Report reflects adjustments to the military’s strategy for defending the island, placing greater emphasis 
on protecting its littorals and near-shore coastal areas. The modified strategy stresses enhanced asymmetric capabilities, as well as suggesting greater reliance on 
Taiwan’s Air Force and Navy. 

Taiwan’s armed forces are authorized to fill approximately 215,000 billets, including 188,000 active duty billets. Active duty forces are supported by reservists and civil 
civil defense volunteers. The Ministry of National Defense has stated that its goal is to fill 90 percent of the billets (or about 169,000) by 2020. Taiwan’s military 
modernization program envisions a continued decrease in Taiwan’s active duty force to approximately 175,000 personnel as part of a transition to an all-volunteer 
force. This transition has slowed due to severe difficulties recruiting enough volunteers. The cost savings from manpower reductions provides some margin to 
improve individual pay and benefits, housing, and incentive pay; however, these savings have been insufficient to cover the full increase in manpower-related costs 
needed to attract and retain personnel under the new system. The unanticipated magnitude of transition costs has led Taiwan to divert funds from foreign and 
indigenous defense acquisition programs, as well as near- term training and readiness. Taiwan also faces considerable equipment and readiness challenges.

Taiwan has historically enjoyed military advantages in the context of a cross-Strait conflict, such as technological superiority and the inherent geographic advantages 
of island defense, but China’s multi-decade military modernization effort has eroded or negated many of these advantages. Although Taiwan is taking important
steps to compensate for the growing disparities 

steps 
– building its war reserve stocks, growing its defense-industrial base, improving joint operations and crisis response 

capabilities, and strengthening its officer and noncommissioned officer corps – these improvements only partially address Taiwan’s declining defensive advantages. 
Taiwan’s Ministry of National Defense 2017 National Defense Report reflects adjustments to the military’s strategy for defending the island, placing greater emphasis 
on protecting its littorals and near-shore coastal areas. The modified strategy stresses enhanced asymmetric capabilities, as well as suggesting greater reliance on 
Taiwan’s Air Force and Navy. 

In addition, Taiwan’s military spending remains at approximately two percent of its gross domestic product. In October 2018, the MND said it would increase the 
island’s defense budget by 5.6 percent to NT $346 billion ($11.3 billion). Meanwhile, China’s official defense budget continues to grow, and for 2018, is roughly 14.5 
times that of Taiwan, with much of it focused on developing the capability to unify Taiwan with the mainland by force. Recognizing the growing disparity between 
their respective defense expenditures, Taiwan has stated that it is working to develop new concepts and capabilities for asymmetric warfare. Some specific areas of 
emphasis include offensive and defensive information and electronic warfare, high-speed stealth vessels, shore-based mobile missiles, rapid mining and 
minesweeping, unmanned aerial systems, and critical infrastructure protection. The United States maintains a “one-China” policy that is based on the Taiwan 
Relations Act (TRA) and the three Joint Communiqués. The United States opposes unilateral actions aimed at altering the status quo. The United States continues to 
support the peaceful resolution of cross-Strait issues in a manner, scope, and pace acceptable to both sides. 

Consistent with the TRA, the United States contributes to peace, security, and stability in the Taiwan Strait by providing defense articles and services to enable 
Taiwan to maintain a sufficient self-defense capability. In September 2018, the United States announced the sale of $330 million in military equipment, comprised 
mostly of spare parts for various military aircraft including F-16, C-130, F-5, Indigenous Defense Fighter, all other aircraft systems and subsystems, and other related 
elements of logistics and program support. Since 2010, the United States has announced more than $15 billion in arms sales to Taiwan. 



DIA on China’s Expanding Eastern Theater and Taiwan: 2019 - I

Source: DIA, China Military Power: Modernizing a Force to Fight and Win, 2019, DIA-02-1706-085, 2019, p. 70.
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The Eastern Theater Command is oriented toward Taiwan and the East China Sea. The Eastern Theater Command (ETC) likely executes 
operational control over national defense matters related to Japan and Taiwan, including contingencies in and around the Taiwan Strait and the 
Senkaku Islands. In 2018, the ETC focused on a series of training and exercises to improve joint operations and combat readiness, organizing 
almost 20 exercises and drills consisting of long-distance sea training, aerial combat, and live-fire training. Located within the ETC are three 
group armies, a naval fleet, two marine brigades, two Air Force bases, and one missile base. 

In May 2018, the ETC Joint Operations Command Center (JOCC) organized a closely coordinated PLAAF exercise between the Eastern Theater 
and Southern Theater Commands. In addition, the PLAAF flew fighter aircraft and long-range cruise missile capable bombers around Taiwan. 
The PLAAF also employed a KJ-2000 early warning aircraft for command, control, and escort to support Su-35 fighters and J-11 fighter flights to 
the Miyako Strait and the Bashi Channel. In the East China Sea, the ETC conducted combat drills throughout the year focused on naval 
operations.

The Eastern Theater Command (ETC) likely executes operational control over national defense matters related to Japan and Taiwan, including 
contingencies in and around the Taiwan Strait and the Senkaku Islands. In 2018, the ETC focused on a series of training and
exercises to improve joint operations and combat readiness, organizing almost 20 exercises and drills consisting of long-distance sea training, 
aerial combat, and live-fire training. Located within the ETC are three group armies, a naval fleet, two marine brigades, two Air
Force bases, and one missile base.

• In May 2018, the ETC Joint Operations Command Center (JOCC) organized a closely coordinated PLAAF exercise between the Eastern 
Theater and Southern Theater Commands. In addition, the PLAAF flew fighter aircraft and long-range cruise missile capable bombers around 
Taiwan. The PLAAF also employed a KJ-2000 early warning aircraft for command, control, and escort to support Su-35 fighters and J-11 
fighter flights to the Miyako Strait and the Bashi Channel.

• In the East China Sea, the ETC conducted combat drills throughout the year focused on naval operations. In October 2018, a Taiwan’s 
national defense report released in 2017 cited concerns that increased PLA military activity near Taiwan poses an “enormous threat to 
security in the Taiwan Strait,” and that Taiwan requires a “multiple deterrence strategy,” including an emphasis on developing asymmetric 
warfare to counter PLA advances. In 2018, Taiwan has continued to expand its indigenous defense systems program.



DIA on China’s Expanding Eastern Theater and Taiwan: 2019 - II

Source: DIA, China Military Power: Modernizing a Force to Fight and Win, 2019, DIA-02-1706-085, 2019, p. 70-71.
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DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SECURITY SITUATION IN THE TAIWAN STRAIT

• Relations between China and Taiwan remained cool through 2018.

• Bowing to Chinese pressure, the Dominican Republic, Burkina Faso, and El Salvador switched diplomatic relations from Taipei to Beijing.

• The PLA continued Taiwan Strait contingency preparations.

Relations between China and Taiwan remained at an impasse through 2018. Since the 2016 election of Tsai Ing-wen as Taiwan’s president,
China halted formal communication with Taiwan and has repeatedly stressed that Taiwan must accept the “1992 Consensus” to restart formal
engagement.

Since November 2016, China’s leaders have directly equated the “1992 Consensus” to “one China,” which was reaffirmed by President Xi in the
19th Party Congress work report. Taiwan President Tsai Ing-wen has continually pledged to maintain the status quo in cross-Strait relations and
called for talks with China without using the “1992 Consensus” as a precondition for negotiations.

In May 2016, China suspended consultations between its Taiwan Affairs Office and Taiwan’s Mainland Affairs Council that had begun in 2014.

China continues to thwart Taiwan’s efforts to participate in international organizations such as the World Health Organization and INTERPOL.
China has also maintained its diplomatic pressure on Taiwan, convincing the Dominican Republic, Burkina Faso, and El Salvador to switch
diplomatic relations from Taipei to Beijing in 2018. Despite the stalled government-to-government consultations, the CCP continues to engage
with the opposition Kuomintang (KMT) party, and China continues to hold lower-level cross- Strait exchanges such as the municipal Shanghai-
Taipei Twin City Forum.

The PLA continues to prepare for contingencies in the Taiwan Strait to deter, and if necessary, compel Taiwan to abandon moves toward
independence. The PLA also is likely preparing for a contingency to unify Taiwan with the mainland by force, while simultaneously deterring,
delaying, or denying any third-party intervention on Taiwan’s behalf. As part of a comprehensive campaign to pressure Taiwan and the Tsai
Administration, China has increased military exercises in the vicinity of Taiwan, including circumnavigation flights by the PLAAF and naval
exercises in the East China Sea.

Taiwan’s national defense report released in 2017 cited concerns that increased PLA military activity near Taiwan poses an “enormous threat to
security in the Taiwan Strait,” and that Taiwan requires a “multiple deterrence strategy,” including an emphasis on developing asymmetric
warfare to counter PLA advances. In 2018, Taiwan has continued to expand its indigenous defense systems program.



Source: Susan V. Lawrence, Coordinator Specialist in Asian Affairs, U.S.-China Relations, CRS RS-45898, 3.9.19, p. 38. 
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Trump Administration Notifications of Major Foreign 

Military Sales to Taiwan: 2017-2019 
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Source: Office of the Secretary of Defense, Military and 

Security Developments Involving the Republic of China, 

Annual Report to Congress, May 2, 2019, Department of 

Defense. China Military Power 2019, p. 72.



Source: OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China, China Military Power, 2019, May 2019, p. 115-119. 96

China-Taiwan Military Balance in 2019 - I

Notes: 
Due to ongoing restructuring of combat units as part of PLA reforms, the characterization and numbers of units and systems are approximate as units are in the process of 
establishing, downsizing, reorganizing, or disbanding. The data in this year’s report also consequently applies a new methodology that may result in significantly different 
numbers than shown in previous reports, but does not necessarily reflect a sudden change in capability. 
1 Of the 1,020,000 personnel in the PLA ground forces, it is estimated that 915,000 are in combat units, with 360,000 in the Taiwan Strait Area. 



Source: OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments Involving the People’s Republic of China, China Military Power, 2019, May 2019, p. 115-117. 97

China-Taiwan Military Balance in 2019 - II
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Taiwan Ministry of Defense, National 
Defense Report, 2017, p. 39.



Japanese Estimate of Chinese vs. Taiwan Land Forces in 2017

99Adapted from Defense of Japan 2017 (Annual White Paper) Digest, http://www.mod.go.jp/e/publ/w_paper/2017.html/, p. 94. 

http://www.mod.go.jp/e/publ/w_paper/


Taiwan’s Increasing Trade with China: 2002-2017 

100Source: 2018 Report to Congress of the U.S. and China Security Review Commission, 115th Congress, 2nd Session, November 2018, p. 160



Source: Department of Defense, Chinese Military Power, 2019, p. 89. 101

DoD on China’s Amphibious Capability in 2019

The PLA continues to make modest gains in amphibious warfare by developing additional capabilities to conduct 
amphibious landings and seize and defend small islands. The PLA has 12 units organized and equipped to conduct 
amphibious operations. 

During the last five years, the PLAA and the PLANMC have fielded new equipment designed specifically for amphibious 
operations such as the ZBD-05 amphibious infantry fighting vehicle and the PLZ-07B amphibious self-propelled howitzer. 

The PLA has also made efforts to improve its ability to insert forces by air, restructuring the Airborne Corps and establishing 
Army Air assault units, which would which would be charged with aerial insertion and seizing key terrain. Both PLAA and 
PLANMC units equipped for amphibious operations conduct regular company- to battalion-level amphibious training 
exercises, and the PLA continues to integrate aerial insertion training into larger exercises, including dropping airborne 
forces from the Y-20 heavy-lift aircraft for the first time. However, the PLA rarely conducts amphibious exercises involving 
echelons above a battalion, though both PLAA and PLANMC units have emphasized the development of combined arms 
battalion formations since 2012. 

In 2018, the PLANMC writ large made minimal gains in its proficiency to conduct amphibious operations. Only its original 
two brigades continued to demonstrate the capacity to conduct this mission set. Although the scale and tempo of PLANMC 
training increased in an effort to indoctrinate the new brigades, they have not received their full complement of required 
equipment and are not fully mission capable. Consequently, the scope of training was rudimentary, and the new brigades 
remain unequipped to perform amphibious assault operations. 



DIA on Chinese Amphibious Capabilities in 2019 - I

DIA, China Military Power, Modernizing a Force to Win - 2019, Department of Defense, 2019, pp. 72-73, 78-81.
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China’s amphibious ship force has slowly grown since a modernization program began in the early 2000s. Since 2005, China has built six large Yuzhao (Type 071) class 
amphibious transport docks, signaling China’s development of an expeditionary warfare and over-the-horizon amphibious assault capability as well as inherent HADR and 
counterpiracy capabilities. The Yuzhao can carry up to four of the new Yuyi air-cushion utility landing craft (similar to the U.S. landing craft air cushion, LCAC) as well as four 
or more helicopters, armored vehicles, and troops on long-distance deployments. Additional Yuzhao construction is expected in the near term, as is a follow-on amphibious 
assault ship (landing helicopter assault, LHA, which Chinese sources term the “Type 075”) that not only is larger but incorporates a full flight deck for helicopters. Production 
on the LHA is expected to begin soon, if it has not already begun. 

An expanded set of missions farther into the western Pacific Ocean and Indian Ocean, such as counterpiracy deployments, HADR missions, survey voyages, and goodwill 
port visits, has increased demands on and broadened the experience of the PLAN’s fleet of oceangoing replenishment and service vessels. The PLAN recently launched two 
new Fuyi class fast combat support ships, intended to support aircraft carrier battle groups, as well as the smaller Fuchi class replenishment oilers, which support surface 
action groups and long-distance deployments. These ships constantly rotate in support of China’s Gulf of Aden counterpiracy deployments and regularly accompany surface 
groups operating beyond the first island chain. At present, China has at least 10 fleet replenishment ships operational, with more under construction. 

In addition, China has added a variety of oceangoing auxiliary ships in recent years, including submarine rescue ships, hospital ships, salvage and rescue ships, survey ships, 
intelligence collection ships, and various large transport ships. 

The PLAN Marine Corps (PLANMC) is the PLAN’s land combat arm. Its primary mission is to conduct offensive and defensive amphibious assault in the South China Sea, 
including the Paracel Island and Spratly Island chains, and potentially the Senkaku Islands. The PLANMC is tasked with seizing and consolidating beachheads, destroying an 
opposing force at the beachhead and adjacent areas, organizing landing areas, and supporting landings by the PLAA. Other missions include conducting amphibious raids; 
seizing and occupying enemy naval bases, seaports, and islands; building beachhead protective zones; and covering the PLAA as it advances inland from the coast.

Roles and Missions. The PLANMC’s mission appears to be evolving beyond amphibious operations and toward a more expeditionary mission beyond China’s borders. This is 
in line with the PLA’s evolving strategy as outlined in China’s Military Strategy. For the PLAN, the New Historic Missions mean an increased focus on “diversified missions” or 
noncombat missions. Many of the tasks assigned to the armed forces in the white paper are ideally suited to the PLANMC, including ensuring Chinese sovereignty claims, 
safeguarding China’s security and interests “in new domains,” safeguarding the security of China’s interests overseas, and performing such tasks as emergency rescue and 
disaster relief, rights and interest protection, and guard duty. The PLANMC already is designated a rapid-reaction force for the PLA and has deployed on numerous 
occasions in response to natural disasters in China, including floods and earthquakes. The PLANMC is the natural land-based force of choice for HADR efforts overseas. In 
2017, the PLA also chose to deploy PLANMC troops to the PLA’s first overseas base, in Djibouti, reflecting the Marine Corps’ growing role in China’s military. 

Elements of the PLANMC are consistently deployed as part of the PLAN’s counterpiracy task groups operating in the Gulf of Aden. The size of the embarked force is no 
larger than a platoon. These Marines may be regular infantry troops but more likely come from an amphibious reconnaissance group subordinate to the amphibious 
reconnaissance battalion. They are highly trained in the tactics, techniques, and procedures required for a counterpiracy mission, including VBSS, hostage rescue, and small-
team assault. VBSS tactics include fast-roping or rappelling from PLAN helicopters.

Units. The PLANMC is subordinate to the PLAN and consists of seven brigades. Marine brigades are located in each of the North, East, and South Sea Fleets’ areas of 
responsibility. Recent PLA reforms included the establishment of a PLANMC headquarters, probably to oversee the administrative man, train, and equip functions of the 
growing Marine Corps, and also included the appointment of the PLANMC’s first commander. Each brigade has a headquarters element, an armored regiment, at least two 
infantry battalions, a howitzer battalion, a missile battalion, a communications and guard battalion, an engineer and chemical defense battalion, a maintenance battalion, 
and an amphibious reconnaissance battalion (special operations). Estimates of the PLANMC’s troop strength differ widely and have been reported as high 35,000, but the 
actual number is probably between 28,000 and 35,000, evenly divided among the 7 brigades.
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Source: DIA, China Military Power, Modernizing a Force to Win - 2019, Department of Defense, 2019, pp. 72-73, 78-81.
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The PLAN provides the PLANMC with both maritime and air (helicopter) transport, a force enabler for PLANMC amphibious warfare operations.2 The PLANMC does not 
have an organic air assault element and probably would rely on PLAN ground-attack fixed-wing aircraft or PLAA helicopters in a close air support role. The PLANMC also has 
a limited logistics capability. 
Equipment. The PLANMC is a fully amphibious force capable of conducting amphibious assault operations using combined-arms tactics and multiple avenues of approach. It 
is the most capable amphibious force of any South China Sea claimant. The PLANMC can simultaneously seize multiple islands in the Spratlys. It also is capable of rapidly 
reinforcing China’s outposts in the Paracels. The PLANMC still faces challenges and limitations in close air support/air assault and logistics sustainment for large-scale 
amphibious operations. The PLANMC is incapable of defeating near-peer or peer countries such as the United States, Japan, South Korea, and Russia in amphibious or 
ground warfare. 
The PLANMC’s primary fighting vehicles are based on a single chassis and include the ZBD- 05 AIFV and the ZLT-05 amphibious assault gun.245,246 Noncombatant 
amphibious variants of the ZBD chassis include an armored recovery vehicle and an armored ambulance. Additional combat equipment includes man-portable air defense 
systems, antipersonnel mortars, antitank rocket launchers, and flamethrowers. The PLANMC is also equipped with amphibious combat engineering equipment for obstacle 
removal, beach improvement, and construction of defenses once ashore. 



Japanese Estimate of Chinese vs. Taiwan Air Modernization

Adapted from Defense of Japan 2017 (Annual White Paper) Digest, http://www.mod.go.jp/e/publ/w_paper/2017.html/, p. 118. 104
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Growth of 
Chinese 

Land Attack 
Missile 

Capability

In 1996 China had less 
than 100 that could 
reach Taiwan. Now 

China has highly 
accurate systems that 

can reach beyond 
Guam.

Source: RAND, US Military 
Forces and Capabilities for 
a Dangerous World, 
RR1782, 2017, p. 10.
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Source: Department of Defense, Chinese Military Power, 2017, p. 78; and Department of Defense, Chinese Military Power, 2019, p. 87.
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Shifting Balance of SAM, SSM, and Cruise Missile Capability 
in the Taiwan Straits: 2017 vs. 2019
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